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I<'OR SALE
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10124
INJ ORI\IA"I JON AHOlJT con-

C lfRI\ JT:

UIIl'l'J~IIon,

'tcl'ifltatwn, nhortion.

lU~ht

to

11120
WIIO'S Wfj{l~-AMONG ~tuc.lcnis applkllfion'i urc

< lmmc ZIJHI I71.

nnw il\olilnt1k• 111 the Snnlent A~;tivitics Center nnd
Student (Jnvcmunent orru:c~. OJIC tltltc i~ Oetobt·r 2J
Utlhc Slllllcnt Aclivllk·~ Center. 277470(1.
10/23

iiAN()TIST'iJ)TIEN,IiAI'I~Y Hirthn1onth.
10/19
WOMI·N: WOUU> YOU like to ben more cfrcctive
<~duJr! htll.:rc:sJcll'l Call255·4346nftct6pm.
10120
LAST C'UANCEI TO rcclulrn p~;~etry ~ubmittcd to
Conceptions S.W.'s ln~t i~.~•n:. Come by M••rmn Hall

105 hcfotc noon through Oct. 2oth.
10120
MFI.•.KSCHAUM PIP_ES Ul' ltl 40 IH:r cent OFF •
PI Ph & TOUACCO ROAD. 107 Corn<:li SH, 268·
1518,
10120
ONP TRUTII FANTASTIC rock group from
C.·diforni.-. appearing Thur!itllly, OCI. 19, 7:00p1_11 at

c~timntl·~,

SERVICES
Pu~~pnrl Plww~.

No nppointml!'nt.

26~-ll"il~-

We do key\
tfn
Cil/ITAR LFSSONS ALl. 'ltyle~. l\·1arc's Ouit:tr
SWdiu. 25:'i·S88(t.
tfn
QA TYfliNO Sl'RVICE. A c:omnlcte t,Ypiitg and
~dilorinl '>ysu.-m. Tc~hiJicul, general, lcgul, medical,
schol<~'iliC. Chart~ uml Jablcs. 3·15·2125.
12101
I'YPING: FAST, REASONABLE. 29J-86SH, P<~t.
J 1/01
TYPING, FmSTQUALITY, 883-7787, Holly. 11/20
MOTI-IllR TRUCKERS WEST ruoving large Qr .~n1all
831··1752.
10/24
NEED HEIY WITII papers'? Typing, editing,
rcvl~iOI! 1 rL"Search; all level~. 281~.3001.
10/24
EXPAND YOWt IIORIZONS, Spring Scmeslcr In
Hcltndor, UNM credit. lnformatioi\229 Ortega.J0/20
Dt:!.SERT ANO MOUN1'AIN survival, learn how to
li\'c. t'la'i'i apnro:dnmlely 66 hrs, on weekends. SZ!i
per pcr~on. Cnll Dr. Gehres daily at fiSI-0660, 9·5.
10127

The !'hrlstiHn ('clllcr. J 2120 Copper N.IL ncar J11a11

Tabu. Evefy(l)lc,

CipCd<~llycollcgt•.studenl~

welcome.

10/19
DON'T MISS "FRIDAY Nighl Live.'' tomorow nt
6pm on the UNM Shcrmlln Smith Mall. Queen

Corrwtion U)td cntcrltlinnicnl.
10/19
N.C.H.O. MEETINGS TONIGHT At 5:30pm.
Loc<ltion: Chic·anoStudics.
J0/19
WRONO·WAY·WRONSKI. llcticr lltfe limn never,
c::"ceptln your case. Signed, your loving friends.I0/19
IT'S H. HOPPER for your dancing J'llca~(lte nl
Ned's .•. 'Ill 2amthis week._
10/19
OCTOBER MEANS BEAUTII'Ul. bicycling
weuthcr! Don't miss out bcl.':ausc your bicycle b
knpuH. Come to the AlbUqllcrque nikc Coop. Expert
repair service. Or save money and fix It yoursclft1sing
our shop facilities. lnsiruction available. Oricn 10•6.
106 Girard Slt Room 117, 26S·!i 110.
10/25
AWARD- WINNING POETRY and photography in
the collcr:tor's first. edition of Conccptioi1S Southwest
on sale uow for a Hmiied lime for $1.00 in Marron
Hall, Room lOS. Contains work of m·er 40 UNM
Anists.
tfn
CHILl EXTRA YAGANZA - fREE Las Cruces
Green Cllili on Egg.<;, and for the rest of October •
~our cream cnchilndas with blue corn lortlllns and
green chili, Morning Glory·Cafe, 2933 Monte. Vista
NE 26~-7040. (Righi across CCnlrnl from Body
lhJeno).

2.

10/J 1

HOUSING

SINGI.E.~ WELCOME. NEW 2 bedroom apart·
mcnt~,

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF IN the Peace Corps. 271-5907
12/01
J10UN-D: WOMAN'S GOLD watch with broken
band, ldcnilfy nnd claim. Mnrton Hall. Room 105.
lfli
DANNY O'SHI!A ·A leiter ioyou hnsbcen found hi
1\.'litchell ilnll. Claim in Marron Hall i05.
10/23
lOST: DARK GOLDEN retriever, 7 mo. Las!' seeli
Oi'rard ni1tl Silver, Named Kenosha. Reward. C<tl1
~65~1031.

Avery Come!: To YOU! Repairs on cars, trucks,
bikes, cycle~. art projccts ... al your home or business.
Caii842·59J3. AVERY WELDING SPECIALTIES.
10/20
IIOUSE.SITTER AVAILABLE SEMESTER brenk.
long-term AlbtlcJUerquc rcsfdent. 842-8563.
J0/20
ACCURATE TYPING BYprofessionni.842-046L
10/24
OIVU YOURSEUt FOR CHRISTMAS. AwarOwinnfug porirait photographer (presently graduate
student) offer~ creative, rcr~onalizccl indoor/oUtdoor
scllings •• stlidcnt price~! Make appointment now·
a~S(itC hOiid<lY delivery. lliU, 842·0044, evenings,
10/24
WILl.'TVPE'fERM papers. C:aii243*497S after 5:.30.
10124
ALUUQUl!'RQUE Sfif!CIAL 1'RE-SCHOOL i5 now
accepling enrollment for children, ages 2-4, in halfday pre-school cl;,~scs. Any parent interested In
participating in a model, pilol project, please: apply.
Call266·8811.
10/24
HOUSE SITfER, AVA1LAI1LI! now._ Reliable
(J(pcricnced, local references. Call, Pat. zn-3929,
2Mi-!134.
10/25

4.

i0/23

carpels,

drape.~.

1800 Buena Vista SE. $250.00

DoYon Need
Cash?
Earn $2 0° 0 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

r-.urTt •lliJ!k tllO!n. hoarJ, '!120()

['l~r

ilJillllh lHI(j fC'CCI\'e

twtum wai~~~·r. Appl~ A\\Ut:tatc Dean ~~r Student~
CHI'M'.l<t Pu'>ada Haft_ De;ttlhne Nm~.:mbcr 1, llJ7H.
Wt PJ
I·VJ'~-11- yot. arc m11 i'aHE'r lhflrl il ~r~edm~ bullet
nr more pm\crful than a lonunoti\C' ur ublc 10 kar
WIJ htnlLlJng'> in a \Higle huuncl+you ~-illl ~till be the
Alhuqucrquc "Supt.'rman" The Hiland theatre i~
,c;m;hinp lor o ynung male wilh a ~wml pcmmalit~
;md l.! gnnd ph>·~v.::ul nppcitrnn~e to act ao; it~
rcpTC~l'UI<H!'It" ur "\lupcrman" ut -.;hopring ccnler'>,
t.:l\11.: t·H~nl~. \l!hool~. Cl~'. from New. I until
Chri\lrna\. Ihf' is pan llii!C cmplc1ymen1 thai offcn
illl e~tellt•ttl ~nlary fm vcr~ lmlc work. Apply In
pt·rwn only 1o Hiland lhcnlre 4~04 Centrnl sr:~ on
Tlnmd<t~, Oct. 19, 197!! from l:00pm·4:00ptn, The
power or ''Superman'' i\ coming on \trong!
ICJ!IIJ
H/l: Hll /\ND THI~.AT!(£~ i~ now ttlkihg applkalion\ h!r pnr1-1ime h~:lp. Applicant must be able
tu work weeknight~. wcd;~·nd~. lllld holiday\ (in·
cludmg C!rri~tlllll\), Cull for mtervicw upointment
10119
aftcr6:00 p,IJ\, only. _265·4575.

TRAVEL

DAILY

(jJIARE UNM'S l:XPI:Rrt-NC(·. m th~' And.;.,,
Dct~ih 22lJ Orterpa
JQ_·-25

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

( JH:AJ> \l,'AT'J'RHFJ)S- AT Wntcr
~uu:

Friday, October

fnr~- $99 buy~

(/}An} we durk walnut 'll~mcc.l fr<~mC, {2)~afct)'

hncr, f])l'oam imulared mmton pad, (4)tin}' w.e
nl:uuc\~ with 3·rr. guurall!cc. $YIJ tH Water Tnp~.
1407 Central NE;, 25.~-~289.
03 21
l rNi\1 ~or.;~·crTcam plll!rln!l ':!tate iournanwnt. Skillful
plll)'Cf\ Wall!Cd, Call 255 JK53, 255·0608.
J()J]9
1.1\S'f CIIANCJ·:l fO rcr.;latm poetry \uhmiltt:d 10
CcHlc.:eptmn' ~ W ·~laM i'>'>TIC. Cumc hy Mnrmn Hall
lOS bcfnrc Jwonthmugh (kt. 20th.
10<'20

Barry's Electronic
Repair
505 San Pedro SE 265-0335
FREE ESTIMATES and
10% OFF USED TV'S
with valid UNM JD
We repair stereos, W's, tapes, and

also havQ 6'1leotronlc parts In stock.

COPIES
Overnight
3 1/zcea

[
j

· 4'samedny
No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

Uc~h, chc~t'i,

cubincls, tables,

toy~,

gilfc\; ~tc. li<Jcdwood & ~ortwood. Firm

toi20

KAY lJPRJ<JIIT AC'C'lUSTJC Bass. A mellow sound
for J<:~a or(', W. ~.Jeff, a.m. 277.4027.
10/23
('.1\NON A T·l C'AMERA w/Vivilar 3S/2,8Icns. Fine
tOndilion, w/nll bo;.;cs and ln<U!Ull]<;, J1Jrsl 1200.00.
843-7245.
l0/23
1969 JAVELIN FAIR CONIJITION. Call after 6pm
255·1826.
10123
STEREO, SHERWOOD S7900A rcccivcf, Scott Sl76
weakers, Dual 1009 turntable, $200.00, 26R-6984,
266·4630.
10/24
010 SAVINGS NOW 1\1 Ridmiond Ulcyclc Supply.
Special low prices on most Hems in Mock, Sale ends
Nov, 4. I 02 Richmond Nl!. 266·1611.
10126
I-IOMil (k. CAR STERBOS, C.Us, televisions,
Pioneer, Jensen, Mid!nnd, Fu7zbuslcr$ plus more,
Lowe~t price~ <~round, call for infdrmalion nnd
prices. Nc.w Mexico Mail O,rdcr 1-lou~e. 265-395!,
2!i5-2266.
l 0/20
HAM RADIO EQUIPMENT: Dctails268·4263,
I0/2S

1974 PINTO RUNABOtJT, good condiHon, $1300,
262.0075.
10/20
DARK ·OREEN Vt:LVET couch. Good condition.
$75.00, 2s_s.4(,84.
J0/25
CUSTOM BUILT WOOD furniture created to fit
your needs. Specializing in bedroom sets, stereo
Stands, cedar chestS, and adjustable bookshelves.
Who/csal!! prices. Solidwood, 345~1731,
10145

6.

811.091

Juir prices. Harvnrd VariCl)', 134 f-11,\t'>'ard

!il~. ZH-h776.

fi:INKO'S fYPJN(i Sl•KVI('J• (IBM ScJcctrk) and
llo\1.- J-miuuu.•

tlfiiH~. <111 ~all '\on•, r,um~ Wcek~.:nth- ('Ja~'i whedu!e

7.

The Ad Hoc Committee
AgE!inst
Homecoming
Queen announced Kelly
KreBmcheese
will
be
crowned queen lit an alter·
native demonstration on the
·mall today at (i p.m.

POR'fAIH F TYPE\WRITEK * AJ)LER Mcleor.
_r:~L:cllcnl cont!I1JtHt- 11 honc25HII09.
10120
"ll'VhN INDEPbNDENT W00l)WORKERS tnking
honkt:II':>C'~.

!-iOI t/TIONS.
12101

10125

NOW HJRIN<i PART ume, 'ituUent Union food
t,eni~C' Cmml P<n·, llexibll' ~\,hcdule, \OJT\~ Satur·
day\, frt'C ml'ili With. 'lome \)Tl]t,, Job '>~;hcdule f1nt
pmit1on. M 1J 12, WIll·~. 1- Jfi.J S~:~.;nnd rw~itiun: T
10-4, lh 1-J lhtrtl rm1tillll: rcltel wrJrker, Irregular

20 ti<.;J.J> PORJABll~ T.V.\ ~JU>(I to $60.00.441
Wy1ttning- m~. 2c;5.;'i987.
10/20
'76 rJ/\ J 128 SH)AN. 20.000 mi., cC'onomktJ!.
C1f.n•llt:'lll we~. good, ..:kan, city l'Hr. $11100. Call 265·
Ml84
J0/19
··74 .[)()iJGI• VAN, re;:rdy to !luil!.l up. Ot!e ton, J
, ) <op~·cd, m;Hntul trnmmi\\ion, 1:00d pmc. ('all 265~
1918 after 6pm
tfn

l.'ll\tOIIl

( rJNli\Cl"i'!'!'! POI_ !SlllNO &
( ·a\t'~ Oflll~-;1] CUm['llliiY· 26.'1-88•16.

~1partmcnt, uttli!TC~

p.11tl, $111 ~ no rnn. II(, l·l<in·ord Sf·. "lee mnnagcr 111·1
or ~all 14~ 2frZ7
1{)!2()

3.

JOJ2.3

rn the Ande,l.

lur Rtd,.
J{J<JI)
I· I MAl f· (J!tA-uiiAfri\!.iSJ(jTANT: A.ppli~.:ant~
ht'TII)! ~llll)!hl ltH n~:·.aJemr liall {JtUduale A'>~l~lant
111 Wmm·!!''~ Rl'\ldenle H.-.lllor )979 ~prins wr;lc\ler.

ijl:~T -ltNM'"·p:p-Ai(f~·1~t

PERSONALS

l'r1cd r ln~k~:H unu l.umil~ NL M2·21Xl.
~liAR I· liNM'S f~XI•I·.RIJ'N( f
Detail~ Z21J Ot!e~i-l

~-~if{f:-J-:-fJI(Jrj{<, I 0 -liN.~, rriv<~~yfcn\,~d tw~
hnlrnotn ltotJ•,e $1lfJ (all 26). !?:'il, V'nlfcy Rt•nHd~.
~1r. lt.'c!012(J
t~7ii.JM".1A-r

1.

lufl:iune, (!olden

mu ... t permit frel." all AM until !pm ur fn:c from
11 3flqrn-4.00pm. hmrlh pu,ilwn: 8am untll2pm M·
1-, ~nmc Saturday~. "'itnp in tlr ~nll ~77.2R! 1 and u~k

hlutk\frnml'NMK42'JR71J

~~==~=::;~~~~
:::~:;;;:;;:;;;,.
.
•

;!M-_lW!J

HI l Jl Wl\N'ff-.!J: ~t:pr-RVISOR

Mm1 l·llih fl(luJ.

~rntil;'\'> ~.~rrhnnw'>, ~.-;upctcd S7~
H12 l'I~J. V;lfky kt!lltilh $l'i Icc

Nine cents per word per
day if the adverUsment
runs five or more consecutive days. Single insertions cost fifteen cents
per
word.

:l>~l!fJhuuJiv

1·••

EMPLOYMENT

WORK OVERS BAS IN the Peace CorpS', 217·S9o7
12/01
OVERSEAS JOBS~ SUMMER/full time. Europe,S.
America, Australia, Asin, etc. All fields, S3PO·SI200
monthly. expenses- paid, sights~cing. Ftee info. Wrile: lnlenational Job Center, Uox 4490-ND
Berkeley, CA 94704.
-10125
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY! Wor'k
al home- no expcricrice necessary·- c~cellent pay,
Write: Ameri_can Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite i21,
Dallas, TX 75231
11/08
PHARMACY INTERN WANTSD. Excellent hoiul)'
wages (Unit Dose Program) Contact; Frartccs I. Blair,
Dir~etor of Pharmacy, P.O. Box 1388, New Mexico
S1a1e Hospital, Las Vegas, New Mexico87701 or !!all·
1-425·6711 Ext. 220.
10126
PART~TIME RETAIL sales persons needed. Lieb~r·s
Luggage Outlet. 293-0817, 243-4242.
10120
PART-TIME HELP, JEWELRY mimufaciuting,

•
OLE SCRATCH
NOW APPEARING

LUNCHES served 10:30·3:00 weekdays,
Fri. & Sat. till4:00 and Suq. 12:00-4:00
phone 881-8233 4SOO San Mateo N.E.

across from Allwoods

TDDAY'S CIDSSWDKD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Out
6 Cold dish
11 Buddy
14 Arizona city
15 Figure of
speech
16 Beverage
17 Troublesome
19 Mauna20 Woody fiber
21 Erelong
22 Schemes
24 Sour
26 The "boob
tube"
27 Layer
30 Pure
32 Sarcasm
33 Kind of berry
34 Nonsense
37 Pollution
38 Poet
Thomas39 Variable star
40 AuthorRand
41 City in Illinois
42 Of musical
quality
43 Tarry
45 Lacerate
46 Animal

groups
UNITED Feature Syndicate
48 Chinese dyWednesday's Puzzle Solved:
nasty
49 German
weapon
50 Revolve
52 Musical
composition
56 Residue
57 N. A mer.
bird: 2 words
60 Mesh
61 Heath genus
62 Questioner
63 Letter
64 Gluts
65 Coarse
grasses
18 Ancient Irish 42 Color
DOWN
city
44 Verse
1 Dunlin
45 Old Gr.
2 Golfer Tony 23 Allow
25 Some
weight
26 Vetch
46 Level
3 Elect. units
27 Mona47 Tricks
4 Noticing
28 Military force 48 Mythical
5 Pronoun
29 Has two jobs
king
6 Dwarf
30 Singing
50 Agitated
7 Italian river
8 Temporary
group
state
funding
31 Cornucopia 51 step
33 Aroused
9 Likely
53- bonnet
10 Most pro•
35 Phonetic
54 Employed
36 Story
found
55 Asian weight
11 Talking idly 38 N.Y. team
units
12 Solitary
39 Cobra killer 58 Macaw
13 Rent
41 Penetrates
59 Needleflsh

''

lI,,
l

.

I
'

L
I

I
1

LOST~ WHITE MOTORCYCLE bag. Lot north side

""'-'•

Zlmmertnan, Wed. lith, afttr4. Reward. 299.4198.
I0/20
LOS'r: WEDNESDAY EVENING Od, II;
b;Hhroom 1st floot Zimmertnnil Library, rnnn;.~
wallet. Plea~e relurn. Rewoird. 881·-4024 1 294-0R79.
IO/lO
!<<JUNO: Kf.l.YS {VW) on l)il!ce of leather work, in

Miu:-hell ilalt, Claim Marron H;:~.ll, Rooti1105.

tfn

&~the
~,. ~r~:~l'!ners'

lrrbrK

r M.~,·

J,

A Podiatric

Practice
I' .
..
speo1a 1z1ng 1n sports
related foot and lower
extremity complaihts.
.· <.::

•

llr [lfi \'.ttt!h•r\\'•11 IJJ!,I,.I
J\:!".JtJUt·tqlw :-JM

-\.lui 11h~Tt 1 •tr!'IW

i•l'r

~.lll

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

•

Paw 2. "-''"' .\1'''''" Dwh LC Jill J. (),·toll<'r 20. J!i7k

War influences enrollment
By CAll. IWSI-.NULCM

!\ llf'.lil Job IJHII kct, tlw wm in
VJ(•inarn, and llic inili:llion of
Bathl'lor of lfnivcr>ily Sluc.lic'
prof(rarn (lllJS) a> an al!~rnntive
1\.r '' and S~icncc> degree lwvc all
been ol fcred as contributing ra~lor'i
1o llic lluctuuting cnrollmcnl in
llNM'' ~ollcge'> over the pa'>l

r.Jel'udc.
l·.nrollmcnl> in lhc Robert 0.
Andcf'on School of Bu.>ine>> unu
1\.dnuni>tmtivc Sciences (B&AS)
and 1he College of Engineering arc
on uphill '>Wing.s ttftcr falling to
ex1rcmc low> in I he early 1970's.
"Prior to 1969, alm()st 15 per
~c111
of the University CDIIcgc
t ran~rcrc, went lo cuginccring, t' said
Willi:lln Huber, dean ol· U11ivcrsity
( 'ollcgc.
"Thi'i proportion was rc(.iuced to
about half between 1969 and 1973,
which may have been due to the

di'it'm:hanlment of many young
p~upJe Wilh liiC 'iCICilCC'i and wllh
appilcd
engincerinp, technology
during I he VJeinam conllkl," ltc
'aid.
Since 1973, enrollment hns been
slcadily increasing. Last year, II .3
per cent of UC lramfers wcnl to

I a>l year, H.7 per t:enl of

l.n1 ollmcnt in BUS ha> inacased
,leadily and la'>l year had a 25 per
cent 'hare ol'lJ(' transfer.>.
"'!he creation of the BUS
rrogram ha'> atlracted a large
number or tho;c <;tudent.> who were
intcre;ted in wme type of humanity
undergraduale curriculum, but who
did not want to meet the ;pecific
A&S degree requiremenls," Huber
said.
The number of transfers to the
College of Education has been
decreasing since 1969.
"In view of the tighl job market
for teaching positions since the
early 70's, the number of UC
student; transfcring to the College
of Education has been declining
each year, both in real numbers as
well as in proportion to the total
transfer group.
"Before 1969, more than 20 per
cent of the transfers went to
Education, but only 13 per cent did
so in 1976-1977," Huber said.
The number of transfers to the
colleges or Pharmacy and Nursing,
throughout the decade, has
remained relatively stable: about
2.6 rcr cent and 3.7 per cent or the
total UNM enrollment respectively.
Because of limitations of space
and faculty resources in the colleges
of Pharmacy and Nursing, new
admissions to both Colleges have
been restricted.

t;c

tran,tcr' entered the B&/\S
rmp.ra rn.
"I he ll&/\S prograrn wa'
llra>tkally cut back !'or two years
( 1971 ant.! 1972)." H.uber ;aid.
"The increasing number of'
transfer; from 1973 to the rrescnt
can be [lartly explained by
cngi nccri ng.
"The increase in recent years has favorable job conditions in
probably been a result of increased business.
"Students Joday arc more
concern wilh the energy crisi.> and a
career-oriented,"
renewed interest in the limited economically
availability of resources, a> well as Huber .said.
No future increase in the numbGJ
high market demand for graduate
of
transfers lo ll&AS is expected,
engineers," Huber said.
A similar fluctuation has oc· he >aid, bccau.sc the number of new
admission; has been limited.
cur red in the college of B&AS.
While engineering and business
Alter maintaining a steady nine
per cent of UC transfers from 1969 were decreasing in the early 70's,
to 1971, a severe drop to I .2 per enrollment in the "liberal arts" was
increasing.
cent occurred from 1971 to 1973.
"Students who were turned off
The B&AS enrollment has been
increasing each year since then. by lhe war were looking toward
humanities,
sociology,
anthropology, poitical science, and
other areas away from the sclen. cc>," Huber said.
Enrollment in A&S reached its
highest point !;ince the .1950'1 in
1972, with 29.6 per cent of UC
tramfcr students entering A&S.
Enrollment has since leveled off at
about 19 per cent.
The BUS program, established in
1969, comprised a 20 per cent share
· of UC transfers by 1970.

As a consequence, the tramrer~
to these colleges will probably
remain limited in number, Huber
said.
The transfer of UC students to
lhe College of Fine Arts decrea>ed
in 1975 and 1976 to almost half of
what it was in previous years. Prior
to 1975, more than eight per cent of
the UC students transferred to fine
ans, but less than five per cent did
so in the past two years.
"Admission requirements, rasied
in 1975, no doubt contributed to
the subsequent decline in new
admissions to Fine Arts," Huber
said.
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Happy Homecoming!
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District 20

for big screen TV,
speakers, receivers,
quality sound equip.

707 Submarine
Launch torpedoes; ma
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lain of a submarine
destroyer, players must
vent opponents from
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Editorial

i

I

Raccoons revisited

I
\

Hnmmlliler in tho oarly sixties when tho Boatlos wero popular? They
WHr<! con>~dHmd so radicalthrm: the ion(] hair, the loud guitars, the flip
attlltains und th<l nll!lrnatG lifestyles!
Today, Paul McCartney is making schlock pop. John Lennon turned
38 this wrmk. GrJ()roe Harrison is living with a new girl and just recently
c;nlnbratod the birth <>fa child. Ringo ·· well, y<>u know Ringo.
Thn roint is, the "boys" are mainstream now. Rock 'n roll, always
tim mirror of sot:inty, has grown outlandish, stuffy, outlandish again,
psoudo classy and now outrageous {punk). A Beatles mime would
nppcmr tnmo, perhCJps

!:

I
I

HV£Hl clir.IH~.

MusiG, the mnlodious mirror of life, io moving in hard-to-define
rllroctions today, os is lifo. Punk can be; senn fading, jazz drifting into
thr. limnlinht. ExrOt:k si<HS now turn incrcmsingly to the less-confining
styln of )!Ia, br.cornm!J porhups loss radical, yet more expressive of
idoas or fonlinns.
Life is beconung more mainstream today. In 1968 the LOBO, con·
rluctin[J nn "oxporimcnt," bought with $50 an ounce of high-grade
mmijunna, a dime of crystul methedrine and enough LSD for about four
people. All of tho contwband was purchased "within the borders of the
University."
Today, $50 may score you an ounce of commercial Colombian.
Melhdrino, when it is available, is poor. LSD is out of fashion in many
quartors.
Yesterday's political activitists, like rock musicians who switch to the
increased potential of jazz, are enjoying a transformation. They are not
so much a protesting fringe, but a proposing one: suggesting
renewable energy sources like solar, overhaul of hierarchy in large
corporations and restructuring of democratic institutions.
The leaders of government and power in the fifties, sixties and early
seventies grew up during the depression, World War II and the cold
War. Their attitudes were shaped by this conflict: pressure came from
without the U.S.; Institutions ruling us were considered basically sound
(or, at least, unquestioned); the American Dream seemed worthy and
attainable; America was No. 1.
In our time, a different ruling structure appeared or was uncovered.
"Plumbers," instead of communists, threatened the basic democratic
structure. Corporations are seen bribing legislators, dumping wastes
into our ecosystem, exploiting the common man. Affluence, achieved
by many, is found to be boring and creativity-stifling. Some say we're
No. 1 still, but where the hell does it get us? The Pentagon perpetuates
itself with budgets forever rising, and the national deficit soars accordingly.
Radicals like the Chicago Seven work within a system seen by many
as corrupt; if it can be uncorrupted, they are the ones to do it. The
matriculation rate for these ex and soon to be present heroes has not
oven reached a peak yet. They are infiltrating, subtly. The ideas remain
radical, but they manifest themselves in ways which are accepted
without ado. The protest has become efficient.
Facing the high wall of establishment resistance, the left of
yesterday forged a crack in the facade. Into that crack they are now
squirming, moving, fighting for every respectable inch they can attain.
They see the levers of power, and are straining to get there hands on
them. When they do, they won't forget their roots,

Opinion

Journalist releases
Hi. I'm Regurge Reportnurd and I am writing for the newspaper!
Please read me!
I was last born in Intercourse, Pennsylvania. My father and mother
are in the recyling business, so I guess that makes me a newspaper
brat.
When 1 am not staying late for dead- -lines or busy with my Rose
Club activities, I enjoy playing with my pet skunk in my one-room
garage.
I love to eat, especially to news (?). It helps me release my pent-up
journalism frustrations, and keeps those nasty pounds off my five foot,
one inch, 205 pound head when I eat too much stuffed buffalo chips.
If elected I would aim all the hot air in my blonde-hair-with-mudcontrasting-eyes·body to representing all the journalists-oops
reporters at UNM. I also believe being a writer here is an important step
in my goal for the Pulitizer Prize.
Reg urge Reportnurd

lOBO ei:litoriai &;taft!

Edhcit!ln-chief: Oebble UIVV
Managing edh:Oi'! CoiiOOn Curran
News odltor: Mike Hoeft
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A"it. pllOtO odi1Cr!-John Chad\o\lick
Sports editor: Ed John19on
Arts· editor: JOO Wesb;ook

Copy editors: Unda Gloa"iion. Erin RoSS
Ad manager: Frank Salazar
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EOITORIALS: Unslgf'!ed ad-llorlals represent a majorliy oj:Jinlon Of th~ LOBO editorial
board, All other columns 1 cartoons and letters represent lhe opinion ol thO author and do
not necessarily rellecf fho vle:-vs Of the ediiOrlal board.
_ _ _. _ __ .
•
lETTERSrlettors.· to the editor rnustbfl typed and signed by the author with t!le a_~thor s
nama; address and ialephohO number. They shoUld bono long·ar than 300 words. Only .tho
name or tM authon¥111 be printed and n_amos Will not be withheld~
OPINIONS: _Opfnlons must_ b_o type~ &rid signed ~lth·th·e au~hor 1 S rianM!, ·address and
lelophone number. OpiniOns shoufd bo rio longer ~han 500 WordS. Only the names ol tho
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Vital point ignored

7iiJJ «E&KS. 7H& Of?AMA
COMES 70 A CLOSE ..

. . . _ ---=--..

Editor:
I become upset when important members of the LOBO staff do not
feel the importance of their position.
Yesterday in a discus/on with a LOBO staff member, I called attention
to a mistake this paper ran. This person immediately tuned me out,
leaving me with that empty feeling one gets when he is making an
important point while being ignored,·
Perhaps this person felt I was just complaining, or that as a business
major I can't lecture a journalist on journalism. The point he missed is
that the LOBO exists for the students and one of its primary responsibilities is to be accurate. Here, a quick phone call would have been
sufficient to verify the facts. Because of their public responsibility, to
ensure the newspapers' integrity and for the staffs' own professional
pride, all good newspapers check their facts. So~e of the L~BO sta!f
apparently feel these things are not worth a little extra t1me. Th1s
suggests either that the LOBO does not strive to be good or that the
persons involved do not consider themselves professionals. If true,
neither deserves to represent th(! students of this University. I would
suggest this person re-examine his values.
Jack Kee
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Blatantly unfair
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Editor:
What was the purpose of Trish O'Conners' article on underage
drinking published in the LOBO a few weeks ago? Was it really
necessary to devote a three-part series to a rehash of the college bar
scene? By high school age, most people have already familiarized
themselves With the various methods used to purchase liquor and gain
entrance to bars, including the help of friends who are "of age,"
procurement of false identifications, etc.
One .article of the series reported on this already well-traveled subject, while the last of the series carne to the conclusion that underage
females are let into bars much more often than underage males because
bar owners find it so good for business. This point is obvious to even
the most casual observer. {Just ask ahyon&· who has been in an
Albuquerque bar). The reason Ms. O'Connor took so much timetellirtg
us what we already knew, I can't understand.
Perhaps she could have reported on the reasons why people of
college age can't buy alcohol legally. At the age of 18, the law sees fit to
try you as an adult, holrJ you responsible for your contracts and {for
males) have you drafted into the serVice, if necessary, Why does the
government impose these responsibilities on its' "underage" citizens
and still prohibit their purchasing alcoholic beverages?'The subject of
lowering the drinking age is brought up in the state legislature on a fairly
regular basis. There seems to be a broad base of support from many '
areas for this issue and yet no legislation ever gets passed. What forces
(political or otherwise) continue to support and promote this blatantly
unfair treatment? I believe in finding the answers to this question might
be more worthy of your reporters' time as well as your readers' time,
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and say
by Garry Trudeau

.

Trenton S. James
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You've got his·'!ote
Editor:
In regards to Kelly Kreamcheese's letter of October 17, I'd just !ike to
say, Go get 'em Kelly, you've got my vote. I just think it's mighty fine
that a girl with such wholesome qualifications has a possibility of
representing UNM at such a significant event like Homecoming. Kelly,
ole girl, you ate a true microcosm of all the little ladies around the
world. Oh yeah, maybe your boa constrictors would llke to meet my pet
·python, Chopper?
·
Billy Bagel

Hey, look us over! Bring the whole family and enjoy those j,uicy, flame-broiled
burgers at our newest Burg.er King re~taurant. ~ndwhen yo.u rem a hurry ?Ur new
Burger King restaurant 1s ready w1th fast .dnve-thru servtce. So! come tn or.
drive thru for the delicious burgers you want ~txed fresh and hot, to ftt your agpettte!
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World News
Nations discuss oil sale
WASHINGTON (UP!)- Egypt
has agreed in principle to sell oil to
Israel as part of their peace settlement, officials .><tid 'thursday.
A peace conference spokesmar1,
(icorgc Sherman, said oil experts
from Egypt and Israel will bcgi n
wlks next week.
Quoting Egyptian official!,,

Sherman said, ''ll b true that Egypt
has agreed, in principle, to sell oil
to Israel as to any customer on a
commercial basis. The agreement
on oil is involved in the

ncgoti ali ons.''
The spokesman said the
agreement to sell Egyptian oil to
Israel is dependent on the con-

BONMARCHE

BEAUTY SALON
(We al'lo cut men~r; hai·r)

Open Monday thru Friday

Phone 255-:3391

elusion and signing of the peace
treaty now under negotiation in the
Blair House talks.
The oil involved would come
from several fields in the Sinai,
either potential or already
producing.
hrael would withdraw from the
Sinai under the peace agreement.
Egypt is importing oil at present,
but it has a.lso been exporting some
special types of crude that are not
needed in the Egyptian economy.
Apart from an oil field it still
controls in the Sinai and smaller
off-shore fields in neighboring
waters. Israel imports all of its oil,
mainly from Iran.
As part of the interim Sinai withdrawal agreement signed in 1975,
the United States agreed to provide
Israel with petroleum if its supplies
were cut off in a crisis.

Rhodesians launch
simultaneous attacks
SAUSBUR Y, Rhodesia(UPI) Rhodesian warplanes Thursday
bombed the outskirts of Lusaka,
Zambia, killing "hundreds" of
persons, possibly including Cuban
troops, and raided guerrilla bases in
Mozambique in an unprecedented
two-pronged attack.
It was the first time since the war
began in December, 1972 that
Rhodesia
has
launched
simultaneous attacks across both its
eastern and western borders and the
twin offensive represented a major
escalation of the five-year-old war
bet ween the Rhodesian regime and
black nationalist guerrillas.

Flood faces court
on influence buying

gray cloud of smoke hung over its
ruins.
Zambian President Kenneth
Kaunda charged the Rhodesian
warplanes dropped napalm in the
attack and siad the base was only a
"camp for the unfit and sick" and
not guerrilla base.
"How do you talk to these
criminals who use napalm against
us?" Kaunda asked. ''We lost quite
a few poeple. They have destroyed
almost everything.''
UP[ correspondent Nicholas
Hanks reported from Lusaka that
the Rhodesian jets leveled a black
refugee and guerrilla camp 12 miles
north of the capital and that a huge

WASHINGTON (UP I) - Rep. "desperate men under pressure."
D<1niel Flood, D-Pa., pleaded
Klciboemer asked that Flood be
innocent in federal court Thursday excused from appearing at future
to charges he traded his influence
pre-trial hearings, but Oberdorfer
on Capitol Hill for $65,000 in responded: "! think he sould be
payoffs and I 00 shares of bank here."
stock.
The judge left Flood free on his
His Republican challenger in the own recognizance and granted a
November elections watched the delay until Oct. 30 for the first preproceedings and then stood before trial hearing.
Flood, chairman of a house
television cameras outside the
appropriations
subcommitlee
courthouse calling for the veteran
controlling huge amounts of federal
Democrat to resign.
Flood, a powerfull 74-year-old, spending, is charged with 13 felony
15-term congressman who is easily counts contained in separate
recognized by his handlebar Washington and Los Angeles inmoustache, spoke only three words dictments.
'fhe Washington indictment
during his brief arraignment before
acct•ses
him of peddling his inU.S. District Judge Louis Oberfluence
to
benefit buisnessmen in
dorfer on bribery and conspiracy
exchange for $65,000 and 100
charges.
shares of bank stock from eight
"Yes, your honor," Flood different sources since 1971, and of
responded softly to Oberdorfer's seeking another $100,000 in
warining he could be incontempt of payoffs.
court if he fails to appear at future
Flood pleaded innocent last
hearings.
month to the Los Angeles perjury
Flood refused to comment when indictment, charging him with lying
he was escorted past reporters and under oath about payoffs he
photographers to his car.
received. Oberdorfer agreed to
"I think it's an outrage that Mr. consolidate the two cases for one
Flood would even consider running trial.
for re-election under the present
Klei boemer accused Justice
circumstances," said GOP can- Department officials of prejudicing
didate Robert Hudock, an attorney the case with statements this week
who said he happened to be in that no further indictments against
Washington "on legal business" Flood would be sought, despite at
Thursday.
least two other investigations into
Defense lawyer Axel Kleiboemer his activities.
'fhe defense lawyer said he
entered the "not guilty" plea on
behalf of Flood, who has understood a department official to
previously denied all of the charges say, "We're going to get him with
and said they came from what we have."
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Official posts vulnerable

Pope to make changes
VATICAN CITY (UP!)- Pope
John Paul U is planning a major
shakeup of the Vatican bureaucracy
and will likely remove many key
church officials left over from the

"Dear Bass, should a girl wear your shoes
when sheB got a date with Mozart?"

reign of Pope Paul VI, Vatican
sources said Thursday .
The sources also said the new
pope might travel to his navtive
Poland next spring to accept
himself an invitation he extended to
the Late Paul VI before the late
pontiff's death.
The sources said the rnain
question facing Pope John Paul II
is what to do about the powerful
job of secretary of state, held for
the past decade by French Cardinal
Jean Villot.
The Vatican announced Wednesday that Villot had been asked
to remain as secretary of state by
the new pontiff and the French
Cardinal had agreed. He similarly
had been reconfirmed in his job by
the late Pope John Paul I during his
brief 34-day reign.
However, the Vatican sources
said Villot, who at 73 has already
expressed a desire to retire,
probably would stay in his post
only for several months and then be
replaced by an Italian.
Even during the reign of Pope
Paul Vl, Villot often complained
privately that he did little more than
attend ceremonial funcitons while
the actual running of The Vatican
and formulation of church policy
was in the hands of his Italian
assistants.
Because the new pope is Polish,
the sources said, he would probably
appoint an Italian in Villot's place
after several months in order to
balance the nationalities of the
church's highest officials.
The man most often mentioned
as Villot's eventual replacement is
Bishop Agostino Casaroli, the
Vatican's unoficial "foreign
minister" who guided Paul VI's
ostpolitik overture to Communist
government's of Eastern Europe
and who has worked closely in the
past with the new pope, the former
Cardinal Karol Wojtyla of Krakow,
Poland.
However, Casaroli would have to
be elevated to the rank of cardinal
before he could be appointed to the
job and this would take time.
Also, Villot, appointed secretary
of state by Paul VI in 1969, has vast
experience i 11 the job and needs time
to complete projects already underway before being replaced, the
sources said. 'therefore Pope John
Paul II will likely wait some months
before making the top changes.
More immediately vulnerable,
the sources said, were members of
the papal household who served
Paul VI and were reconfirmed in
their jobs by the late John Paull.
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Iran makes
•
concession
TEHRAN, Iran (UPI) - Iran
Thursday announced an amnesty
for political prisoners i11 an apparent effort to defuse growing
unrest. ln the latest violence,
demonstrators battled security
police in the holy city of Qom.
"From now on, there will be no
political prisoners in Iran," Justice
Minister Mohammad 8aheri told
Radio Iran. "Only those convicted
of terrorist activities or acts against
state security will face imprisonmnet."
He did not say how many
prisoners would be released, but
newspapers reorted that at least
1 ,000 might be involved.
Baheri's declaration followed
reports that some people had been
jailed simply for reading or exchanging books banned by the
Savak Secret Police.
The release of political prisoners
would be the latest in a series of
concessions made by Prime
Minister Jaafar Sharif-Emami to
opposion groups.

Egyptians want a broader statement
that can lead t<1 a comprehensive
scttlcmen.t with other Arab nations.
Tmlay, Israeli Foreign Ministt'r
Moshc Daynn "aid it b "very
doubtl'ull" the positions will be
changed.
Silting next to Carter at Blair
H.ousc where the talks arc being
conducted, Dayan told the
president: "You have the full information from all of us.
"Whether you C((ll obtain a
change of position thror•gh the
de!cga.tions here i1 verY doubtful.
It's not Camp David with the heads
of state,'' said Dayan in reference
to the two-week summit in September inolving Carter, Israeli
Prime Minister Menachcrn Begin
and Egyptian President Anwar
Sadat.
Carter, looking serious, replied:

"I rcco[!ni,rc that is one of the
problems. I'll st•ek your advkc."
The White House oi'l'kiai.Jv
described the sc>Si\111 '" part ol
Carter's effort ''to review with the
delegations the 'tat\IS of the t;IIk,,
im:luuing the pmgrc" mlldc and the
is~ucf.i rernuinin,!!.."
Although Cnrtcr hau met
separately before this with the
individual gmups, he had not
before participated in trilatcrul
talks. The no<mtirnc sc.s1lon '""
<:ailed <1mid a;;uranccs that the
negotiators arc still rnakin~
progrct.s.
The announcement that Carter
would join the Egyptian, Israeli and
American delegations for a
"working lunch" at Blair IJou'c
was made without warning by the
White House.

40o'lJ,meto

eChristmas Shop
(BEHIND THE CHURCH ON ROMERO ST.)
Como Jn and see our baaollful 3· Angel Christmas
Candles In while and Ugh! bolge. Unique ornamonts
lrom around ltla worJd. Gift decorations, hand
decorated glass ornaments from New Mox1co,
beautiful DlckClns troo skirts and 13\ocklngs. Whimsical bread dough decorations. Balloon music box ornaments. Native American tree ornarnonts rnada a:.t·
CluslvGly for the Christmas Shop, Just In lrotn
Chimayo boaullful Chili Chrrstmas Wreaths and
Alstra$. Exclusive Bon Ortoga Christmas WOOd Car~
vlngs.

THISCAMP7
DOWN VEST
KEEPS YOU WARM
••• AND FREE!
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You're free to be active and you're free
from care because this finely made vest is
machine washable. It's features include
cargo/handwarmer .. pockets. down . filled
stormflap. and 2" back extension. At
$45.00, it's an excellent value. It comes in
several beautiful colors • Come on in and
try one on! (Bring your guy • we can fit him
too!)
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4' same dny
No Minimum
tb ..tle ~··" · .oautifulty pUt together. lrt a wMole symphony of styles and colors. G.H. Bass & Company. Wilton. ME 04294. Shoemakers to America lor 102 years.

\VASH!N(>TON (UP!)
President Carter personallv intervended today in the Middl~ Ea1t
p~ace talks and was told the Israeli
and Egyptian delegations do not
have the flexibility to alter their
stands on the breadth or the ten-.
tath'e accord.
Diplomatiac sources said the
Israelis are seeking an isolated, twoway agreement with Egypt, but the

i

COPIES
Overnight
3 1/zcea
s.' .,, ...citetvshould.After all. a shoe that's comfortable on youdeetcan be like music to your ears.And Bass tOO's are very comfortable, Aswell as naturally stylish,

Middle East talks slovved

Goes
anywhere,
anytime!
fine shoes
I

DOWNTOWN • W1NROCK • MONTGOMERY PLAZA

KINKO'S

268-4876
2320 Central S.E. Mon-Fri :10·6 Sat:8·5

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515
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Nigger students
Engineering and
Computer Science Majors

DON'T

GRADUATE
without talking to the
Hughes Recruiter visiting
your campus soon.
Contact your placement office
for interview dates.

:HUGHES
'

L

'

Gu•almg ,J m•w w01fcJ 'f'lllll c•IP.( trorut •,

1\N 1:<.)11/\1 Of>POHTlJNITY f-.Ml'lOYUl Mil'

Co.cnJlilecl by AN~A l'OOLE
<;~p.l 1:
'Jhc I.OBO ran a' a
front page Hrliclc HArncrkan
Sllldcnl; a; Nigger;," lhh article
<.Ji,trinutcd aero>; cnmpu' and
v;m u;cd a; the ;latcment tuwarc.l
univcr;ity uuminhlrator;.
"Student\ arc nigger;.
When
ycHt begin to get that .straight 1chool
begin.; to make
II'; more
important to undcr;tand why

"'I'

'"n'e,

Tijerina on mall
Scp. 25: Rcics Lope; Tijerina,
leader of the Alian;a, and the
People\ C'ollltitutional Party
candidate for governor, delivered a
f'iery 'r>cc,·h in the Union theatre
Ja;r night.
Tijerina led the federal courtlwu;c raid in tlw Spring uf 1967.

they're nigger<.;.,

Black queen
Oct. 17: "I just couldn't believe
they called my name, "cried a
tearful Mary Sue Gainc> as >he wa;
crowned I 968 UNM Homecoming
queen in Popejoy Hall last night.
Lobo new; IOU fCC\ !'epOrl·l here
have been three other Black coeds
chosen as homecoming queens at
predominantly
white
state
uni\ enilic~.

ACT not EPE

Booze license
Scp. 17: UNM bought <t liquor
Oct. 4: Beginning this semester,
licemc for the l·uculty Club which incoming freshmen are being placed
opened it's doors, finally, in in English classes according to !heir
l·cbruf!ry, 1978.
ACT scores instead of the Engli;h
Proficiency examination.

3 readmitted

Scp. 18:
Geology Prol'e\sor
Roger Anderson and three others
had their State COlli'( appeal againSt
a vagnwcy conviction postponed a
second time yesterday to Nov, 18.
The four, including UNM
students Larry Russell and Jerry
Wasser were originally arrested on
thio charge as they paoscd out antidrart information at Highland High

Bitch-In
Oct. 7: Tonight at 9:30 in the
Hokona Hall lounge, the women
students of UNM will have an
opportunity to "Bitch-In" about
the controversy over women's

ROTC protest
Oct 28: Three UNM st udenl>,
Manuel Wright, Aller Cooper and
Larry Russell, have been suspended
for the remainder of the academk
year for their part in the demonstration against the Naval Reserver
Officer Training Corps last
Tuesday.
Vice President of Student Affairs
Harold Lavender said the students
w~rc suspended for interfering in an
educational activity of the
university. "The three were unmistakably identified as interfering

"Close Encou11ters
of the Best Kind"

1978 UNM
Homecoming

1968: A time
of upheaval

LOBO resolution

Draft Counsel

Alleged obscenity

.lanm "": ·\ H.". . l1llllii.'tl i.l,king.thal
1 OBO n'p<Hter' bt• admilled w

\be. 2:: l':-o.~J l'rc'l'knl l<'IT<'!
lll'ad\ la;t nwht ,u,Jwnd<•d I nrlhh
h':h·hinJ-'- a,,i..,tanh Ken Pnlhll;k dlld
ltunt~l \VJ!liam . . Ill ~• ,,:onllllllill~
~_"tHltTl)\t~r'i\' ~lhl~tlt tht• uo..~o.• o!"
alleged!\ nh~e<'llt' maleltalln ll'''h
man
l·ngJi,h
l'la.""'·

1 cl•. \2:
Simknt' \\l,hing
.(L'lll1"1.'1inp on tlH.' draft l.'an rnnt~11.:t
adnptetlla't ni!!hl h\' l'N\h board
of
'tlldCrH
, JHlhiicatJl>rl'. llnuk' llanwh, 1\t'l\l\ 'li'P<llnted
dra I t
~.· '' u n 'c I<H ,
1uturt.'

lth.·uity

mt•t..•tillg\

\\a'

BCMC to UNM

I he

Compiled by ANNA POOLE
Oct. 29: The UNM faculty will
meet in emergency session tonight
at 8 p.m. in Mitchell Hall 122 "to
discuss the policy issues raised by
the suspension of three UNM
students in connection with a nonviolel]l demonstration "last week,
said a notice delivered yesterday to
faculty
members.

3 reinstated
Nov. 1:
Vice President for
Student Affairs Harold Lavender
yesterday reinstated three UNM
students who were suspended last
Wednesday for their part in a
demonstration against the Naval
Resrve Officer Training Corps.

1Oth president

Hong Kong flu
Dec, 17:
In a joint announcement issued this morning
Vice President for Student Affair~
Harold Lavender and Academic
Vice President Chester Travelstead
said school will end after Wednesday's
classes.
(A Hong Kong flu epidemic was
feared.)

Beards ok'd
Dec. 17: Students have certain
perrogatives pertaining to the
freedom of dress or the right to
wear a beard, the Commilttee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure
said in a statement issued yesterday.

3 cleared
Jan. 6: The suspension of the
imposition of sentence against three
UNM Stlldents for disrupting a
Naval Reserve Officer Training
Corps class was announced Dec. 20
by UNM President Ferrel Heady.

Jan 7: Discussions have begun
that might put Bernalillo County
Medical Center (BC'MC) under
UNM's
control.

Women's hours
Jan 8: The Associated Women
Students hours proposal was approved by the Housing Committee
yesterday.
The action was in accord with
Dean Whiteside's recommendation
that the proposal be passed. Dean
Whiteside said the new hours for
women will hopefully go into effect
second
semester.

oh~ccnL•''

in question h a pllem lakcn
l'rom an anlholoj)y "To Fud, With
Love," by l.<·norc Kandel,

Free thought
Faculty reacts

"allep.edly

ma~<.•rial

Feb. 14: A free university offering 25 courses will soon open in
Albuquerque and the UNM area.
NMFU catalog states that the
purpose of the free university is to
stimulate free and objective
thought concerning the social,
economic, cultural, political and
spiritual forces that are rapidly
transforming the world today.
NMFU hopes to serve as a
coalition for all those who arc
disenchanted with existing lect urcs
that are stifling not only to
education, but to life in all its
aspects
the
catalog
said.

national
optical
2i~0Co~~nl111.1Sf

2.43 6151

. Dream
tnsurance.

Group gripe

SDS vs. CIA
Feb. 11: In a Students for a
Democratic Society sponsored
forum last night, university of·
ficials and SDS members mel to
discuss whether or not the CIA
should be allowed to recruit on the
UNM
campus.

Feb. 24: If students caling in the
dormitory dinning h<111s have a
legitimate gripe about cafeteria
food, Food Service bircctgor H .E.
Symmonds is wiWng to listen to
lh em.
"Dorm food is the whipping boy
of housing,' 'said Symmonds.

Take stock in America.

Buy US. Savings Bonds.

Nov. 8: Dr. Ferrel Heady will be
inaugurated as UNM's tenth
president in ceremonies at Popejoy
Hall
Saturday.

Unagrant Prof
Nov. 19:
Year-old vagrancy
charges against Roger Y. Anderson, UNM geology professor,
Larry Russell and Jerry Wasser,
UNM students were dismissed
yesterday by the New Mexico State
District
Court.

Oct. 20
Frisbee Association- demonstration on the Mall
from 12-1 pm
-"Friday Night Live" 6 p.m. on the Mall
-Judging of Homecoming Decorations 1::~0 p.m
- J>EC presents Pablo Cruise in <:onccrt
8 p.m., UNM Arena
- PEC Disco Dance 10;30 p.m. Subway Station

Oct. 21

'•

<'

-Hmnecoming Run, Sponsored by H. Cook's
9 a.m. UNM campus
-Tamale Dinncr·Sponsored by
UNM Alumni Assoc. 11 a.m. Arena
-Homecoming Game UNM vs. NMSU 1;30 p.m.
-PEC Disco Dance 8;30 p.m. Subway Statio11
-Homecoming Dance 9 p.m. SUB Ballroom,
free to UNM Students

In 1968, EngUsh Professor David Johnson and philosophy Professor Paul Schmidt pass out
literature protesting the use of napalm production. Student Chuck Reynolds looks on.

Tom Clark & Pattie Lee
•

October~8

The finest in quality men's wear since 1934.
Reporters out

EARL'S

WINE
CELLAR

Dec. 5: Manuel Wright, Larry
Russell and Allen Cooper have been·
readmitted to the university pending a final decision by UNM
President Ferrel Heady on their
recent suspension by the Student
Standards
Committee.

Fair Plaza S,hopping Center
6001 E Lomas Blvd. N.E.

Frank Larrabee
9pmto1am
T11etht•11Sat

Dec. II: Four LOBO reporters
were ordered from yesterday's
faculty meeting by UNM's new
president Ferrel Heady.
Citing
faculty pdlicy that bars "nonfaculty" from faculty meetings,
Heady requested the reporters to
lea vc.

Hart Shoffner &Marx

LOUIS Roth

H1ckey Freemon Sonsobelt Arrow ~~unnBusr,

AUTO
PARTS

Fidelity Squ~re
Wyoming <lnd c~ndel~rl~
We c~rry ~ complete line
of p~rts ~ll~ ~ccessodes
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GABRIEL SHOCKS
List
Sale Ptlce
$24.95 e<1. $17.25 eo. •
Sttldeta
Red Rydets 16.95 eo..
11.95 eo..
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TURTLE WAX
List

Sale Ptlce

· Tuttle Extto.
J6,95 $3.58
coupon expltes l0/26/78
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'S activitists "
movies, traditions, celebrities, causes and
concerns that occurred in, on or around the UNM
campus during 1968-69... "

II\ IH-;nonAH ~A~OI'\
lim· io a req; What do Bar·
burc·lla, the llllglarm, Lobll
l.ovelic,, Weird l·riday, Adam
Clayton Powell, Radical Ru'h and
The (·ream all have in r;OQJillOJ1'!
As lorcign a' some or them rnuy
oound, they arc movie,, tradition;,
celebrities, causes and com:crns that
occurred in, on or around the LINM
campuo during 1968-69. So where
have all the Jlowcro !wne?
All of the following alumni were
more than willing to tak~ the
reporter on a Kodachrome journey
and reminhce.

"' Ll'\:--.1 aga111't Dow Chcmkal Co.
"!Jich wa; then mauufa~turing.
napalm. "! wanted to keep things
interesting here." Coleman left
UNM in the spring of 1968 and
headed for the Unhersity oJ'
<·ali I ornia at Berkeley.
In the 'Pring ol' 1'169 Coleman
gwduatcd l'rom Berkeley with an
MA in criminal socrology. He

i
J

UNM Medical
School student

pick up and delivery

Engineering and Drafting Supplies

255·6851

MESA
13LUEPRINT
5823 LOMAS BLVD NE

a

"As student body president 68-69
1 had a feeling for what should be
done. I wasn't classified as a
liberal."
Jim Dines had the unfortunate
experience of bringing some
negative local and national at·
tention to the UNM campus in 1968
shortly after he was elected student
body president.
"1968 was the beginning of the
lobby for· the legalization of
marijuana, As president, I was
pushed for a stand by students. I
made a statement that I supported
the legalization of marijuana if
medical tests proved that the
substance was not harmful to the
user.
"What followed my statement
was a series of articles in local and
national
newspapers,
taken
~ompletely out of context, that I
endorsed the legalization and
implying my usc of the drug. What
the papa rs failed to report was that
I also said that I had not and would
not smoke marijuana until it was

'

studied in India from 1969-70 on a
fellowship !'rom Berkeley and
returned to the United States in the
spring of 1970. He taught
elementary school in the San
Fransisco Bay area from 1970-73.
He left teaching "intellectually
frustrated" in the spring of 1973
and travelled around Mcxi.co for
awhile. "While I was there I began
to have an incredible urge to
become a doctor."
Coleman entered UNM's pre·
mcd program in the fall of! 973 and
started medical school in the fall of
1975. "Strangely enough, Dr. Jack
Redman was one of my preceptors
in med school and he and I have
since
become
friends
and
colleagues." He will be graduated
from med school in May of 1979.
He said he would like to work in the
-~--····-·----

.. -- ·-· -

legalized. I stand b)' that same
statement today, You can well
imagine the fervor that it caused
among state government officials.
They began to wonder what was
going on here."

James Dines
Class of 1969
Law School
Graduate 1972

Bill Coleman

DISCOUNT TO UNM STUDENTS

llarh l.tl!Hl. th-tr>f>t·t ~tt. l!17h

vvhere are they novv?

public health sector as a child and
familv health counselor.
Coieman has co-authored a book
Qrw Paso? with Antonio Mondragon, coordinator of Chicano
Student Activities at UNM and Dr.
Manv Kan!rowiv, head of Family
Prclclicc at UNM,med school. The
book is an English/Spanish medical
guide or questions and phrases

· for your reproduction needs

"When I returned to UNM in
!975 people would stop me on !he
street and say, 'Didn't you used lu
be a revolutionary'/' My amwer
then wa" yc~,l it 'lilt i~. tJ
Coleman was a UNM graduate
,tudcnt in l.a!in American Studic'
during 1967-(>g, Shortly after the
vcar began he became disenchanted
;~ith the rrogram, dropped all but
one cour'e and "hceame a 'tudent
w:l i vhl. I felt an overwhelming
need to concentrate on Amcrir:a 's
problem,,'' He qarted writing a
polilical colimm for the LOBO and
soon l1ad a political debate running
with a local Albuquerque physician
and hero Jack Redman. Coleman
said that !he two or them were
.supposed to meet in a se>sion of the
Free Speech Forum then held on the
mall outside of the SUB but it never
came about. Coleman was a key
figure in organizing the 200 plus
student and faculty demonstraton

:--.1<'\Jt'r>

: '.

Dines was successful in getting a
draft counselor on the UNM
campus. "You've got to remember
what the total context was; Chuck
Daniels, who now teaches at the
UNM law school, was hired as a
draft counselor. Neither pro nor

'

'

.

.

..

.

~on

on the war. He was there to
How have student' changed in
advise students of their rights and the last ten years'/ "Students now
responsibilities. He was a:n in- place a greater value on education;
formation disscminalor. n
they want their money's worth in
cdcuation.
Thev're now concerned
Daniels is now an associate
with
en~rgy
ar{d the environment;
professor at the UNM law school.
they
seem
to
have gone from beads
"Other issues brewing that year
to
vesl.
They
seem, we seem, to be
were the "Love Lust" poem written
working
within
!he legal framework
bY Leonore Kanda! and !he approvided
and
affecl
ing change in a
pearance of the Naitonal Guard to
different
way,
By
the
same token,
control the overall situation. The
UNM
seems
to
have
grown
from a
"Love Lust" poem, read in Lionel
college
to
an
institution
of
learning,
Williams' English class, also
1
brought some negative criticism it's a nice place. '
Dines was graduated from UNM
from people outside UNM. The
School
of Law in 1972, and
parents of one of the students in
practiced
with
a firm in
Williams' class brought the poem to
Albuquerque
from
I
972 to I 978.
the attention of UNM adHe
recently
opened
up his own
ministration,
practice.
The whole thing hlew up very fast
and Williams was suspended and
then reinstated. On top of that,
relations between students and
faculty were already poor. We, the
sutdents, found a friend in Vice
President for Student Affairs
Harold Lavender. He kept communications between the administration and students going.
"1968 was a period of transition
and identification. Although people
were looking down on UNM from
the outside, there were grcal strides
being made here in race relations.
We were the starters of a social
reform."

.

.

'
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Ron Curry
Class of 1970
"For those of us lucky enough lo
be !here (college) we made sure we

av<uo<~u». We
may no! have changed the world
but we sure made an attempt." Ron
Curry was vice-president of the
student body under Jim Dine;. "He
and I never saw eye to eye on a lot
lcontlnuad Of\ ll:IQU1~l

.

designed for emergency room and
admitting purposes. "We originally
paid for the publi-,hing ourselves
but UNM Publiciations has since
picked it up. It is now in its second
printing."
.When asked how he tought the
social climate at UNM had changed
in len years, Coleman had this to

say, "I agree with Aleksandr
Solzhcnitsyn' speculation that the
West is becoming spiritually and
morally weak. I sense less concern
for our fellow man now than in '68
although the social situation hasn't
really changed and with that, a
corresponding apathy. I still
consider myself a revolutionary; my
radical
idealism
remains
unquenched but my goals are more
limited and realistic and therefore
more achievable."

UNM
KIVA

.
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Finding daylight down the sideline or
.(
from behind the end zone. you'll find. the cheenn·~~~~~
of every Pepsi Generation maktng the
most out moment. And when time-out's ~ailed,
they call for plenty of ic7~old Pepst.
Cola. But Pepsi People aren t JUS\ sports fans tn
stadium. They're kids in Pepst-Co.la's Youth
Sports Program-learnin_g sports sktlls today
they can use for a ltfetrme.
Kids learning to love the e~citemen! of all sports
each and every day. Ktds learntng to
·
make each day a Pepsi Day. You can,
too. C'mon, C'mon, C'mon
and Have a Pepsi Day.
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Price good through

,.

Sunday, Oct. 22

t~

FIRST QUALITY
GENUINE LEVI'S
AT THE LOWEST
PRICE ·IN YEARS!

I

bL!qs1
QC{. SO

This is probably your la~t oppo~~unity.
to buy first quality genu me Le~t s den 1m
jeans at anywhere near this pnce!
·
Choose men's and students regular bells,
Big Bells, straight leg and boot cut ... all at
this price through Sunday, Oct. 22,
subject to quantities on hand.
Students 25-30, men's 28·42 waist.

A Casablanca Concert
Nederland.er.White Produdion
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Olden-day fans gathered between world wars to watch tl1eir Lobos at Johnson Field.
Homecoming crowds in the '70s jam the new stadium.

CHADWICK PHOTO

Both Albuquerque Police Department and National Guard
troops were present on campus during the late '60s and
early 70s. Present-day UNM Police see their .role more as
"educators".
' " .

tl'Y

In the '50s, women's fashions were not only conservative, but, some said unattractive. In
the '70s, fashions changed radically.
Lower right: Students in the '50s hung out at the "Chicken Shack."
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In-concert: jazz, rock, country
blues and pop. Today's music

ouists.

ASUNM PEC PRESENTS ..
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BAND

POPEJOY HALL
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5

apm
All seats reserved, $7.50 & $6.50
Tickets available at all Ticketmoster locations:
UNM SUB Box Office, Popejoy Hall
Box Office, Both General Store locations,
Both LP Goodbuy locations, & Sedrs Coronado Center.
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Osnurmcf J.ltUl'i & 'JQIS
'illl•f•dh,111 ' Hunt ' (illtott f Hctntz & Blnnckortz Pen point~
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A unnplnt~ ht11! ot lliJPBI!l lot ,,alll{)fJIOhy

I PI\Oflng 11. c .alltgraphy

II

book~ t. manu~tl":i

10% Discount to Students
& Teachers with current I. D.

•

•• California Art Supply, Inc. •
•
•
•

II

COMMERCIAL ART SUPPt.tES I LETAASET I FORMAIT I CHARTPAK
ART & CRAFT SUPPLIES/DRAFTING SUPPUES/PICTURE FRAMING

2510 Central Ave. SE, Albuquerque, NM 87106/ !505•285·3733
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-dean lives on
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By l'ATRICIA BACA
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was respectable in all his allempts
to bring attention to the !\sues or
the time. Even in his verbal battle
with Dr. Redman he still tried to
communicate his views in u cairn
manner.''
l:thnic 'tudies
were ju.st
beginning on the UNM campus in
1968. "We scm a white woman
reporter tn the fir;t hlack ;tudics
orga,Jin~ tinn~ll meet in g. ~hr: v. a~
~.~icl.."lell ~tnd tuld that ~we hnvc p.ot
to g~t ow· ~l\\ll ...ttl!"t'!llgctht.:r hcfon:
\\\.! l..'an t~tl!-.. to Y11t1. \Ve want ytltlr
o..,uppnrt hut not yow ~XHt idpation
ri}!hi Ill)\\.· \\ ••: lt.ttl!r met with the
l.:<.hHUitli.tlor and g\'l the -.,ituatitlrl
;trai!'hlcncd out, there wa; mr
ho;ti!ity."
What do you think UNM\ imapc
wa; in 196H'? "! think a lot of
Jleoplc, par em' e'pecially, who
thought it wa' one of THO SF-. kind;
or univcrsitk;-a place where you
had weird rrnfes;ors who taugln
you all kinds of weird things where
their lax monic' were going, Peorle
began to like UNM le.s and le;s
from 1967 until about 1972. The
place really began to be looked at
'eriously when the issues moved off
campus and into the communities.
1t was a different .storv when a 'on
or daughter was tc~r gassed at
UNM
during
an
anit-war
demonstration than to see it on TV
at Berkeley or Columbia."
"My experience with the ad·
mini\tration was a communicative
one. Our masthead at the LOBO
read: our 69th year of editorial
freedom; it remained that way.
President .Ferrel Heady and some
other administrators sometimes
didn't like what we printed but they
never prohibited us from printing

A 1925 UNM graduate, Lena
Clauve, still resides on campus at
1925 Las Lomas N.E. in a home she
built in 1941.
Clauve is a retired UNM dean of
women holding that post from 1929
to 196!.
"I have watched UNM grow
from a mere 27 5 students and 25
faculty in 1923 to its present-day
status of several thousand," said
Clauve.
"Whc I came to UNM in 1923,
the existing buildings were Hodgin
Hall, an engineering building, Sara
Reynolds Hall (borne economics),
Rodey Hall (Uocd for assemblies
and dances), a dining hall, a
gymnasium, Katakwa Hall (men's
dorm), Hokona Hall (the origi11al
Women's dorm that was a!lached
to Marron Hall) and an outdoor
swimming pool,'' she said.
Hodgin Hall was the center of
everything library, president's
office, business office, regiotar's
office, post office, dean's office
and classroorr!s, Clauve said.

1

The gra(/uating class of 1936 passes by Hodgin Hall main building on campus at that time.

Byrne in Israel
fEL AVIV, Israel (UPI) - New Jersey Governor Brendan By
arrived Thursday for a week\ visit as guest oft he foreign ministry.
On his arrival at Ben Gurion Airport Byrne told a local news agency he·
intere,ted in learning about the country first hand and vhiting a forest
planted in the memory of hi; father.
The governor said he will meet with government official' and inve,tigate
l'inandal projects which might interest New Jer;.ey bu,ine."mcn.

Proxmire's record
WASHINGTON (UP!)- Sen. William Proxmire says he has bceo1.neill
the first ,,enator in American hi,tory to cast 6,000 consecutive roll
votes.
The Wisconsin Democrat said his string o~ unbr;>ken vote~ began
Aprill966 and he reached the milestone last Fnday wtth a.negatrve vo;e
an amendment to his amendment on the Humphrey-Hawkms Labor B111.
The record for consecutive votcs in the Senate was held rm: many years
by Margaret Chase Smith of Maine ~vith 2, 941, and Proxmtre. sat d. that
during his string the average senator mt%ed 20 per cent of all roll call votes.

JERUSALEM (UP!) - Former Prime Minister Golda Meir who
been in and out of the hospital four times in the last two months was
released Thursday from Hadassah Hospital.
A hospital spokesman said the 80·year-old Meir underwent treatm~nt
for back pains, but said her stay in the hematology ward had no connection
with her illness.
.
"She merely has a good relationship with the hematologt~t who
treating her," he said, denying that Meir 1\ suffering from leukcrnm.

Chuck Noland "sort of" left the

SHOPS

"I

10:30 lhru l:BO

FIWE10oz.
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.)

wjany purchase·
lo every
50th customer
fre~ gifts

(

from 1:30 thrtt closjng

didn't dare stop fooling
around with school because I knew
as soon as J did they would come
down and grab me."
Chuck Noland was scheduled to
be graduated from UNM in 1968.
"Being editOr of the LOBO took up
just about all my time. I think
during the entire year of 1967c68, I
may have carried twelve credits. As
editor I had to keep a perspective
on reporting the news and trying
not to let my personal views color
the issues.''
"As I look back on it now,
perhaps I spent all too much time in
the newsroom, a lot was happening
out there while I was inside behind
my desk. Some of the reporting I
did myself, though, and one of
those assignmctlls I took was to
cover the story of the demon·
strat iot1 at ~he placement center
when Bill Coleman was leading a
protest against •omc of the com·
panics recruiting. Bill Coleman was

345-6566
·oRDER DEPT.
35211 CANDELARIA RD. N.E.

~........._ _,.-~3:-:';LOCATIONS

kiNG PffOTO

University in 1969 and went to
work fat the New Mexicart in Santa
Fe. He worked· for AP in Des
Moines, Iowa for 18 months as a
political writer. In 1971 he was
drafted into the army, got out in
December 1972, came back to
UNM and was graduated in 1972.
In 1974 he became press secretary
for State Senator l'ibo Chavez
Bolin. In the fall of 1975 he entered
UNM Law School and was
graduated Jl\sl spring, He passed
the bar exam and was sworn in Oct.
10 of t11is year. He is now working
l"or Bob Hawk who is rull11ing as a
democratic candidate for Congress.

314 CENTRAL AVE.

s.w. [OOWNTOWNI 243.-2266

7600 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.

(CORNER OF

3700 CENTRAL AVE. S.E.

PEHNSYLV~NIII

(CORNER OF HERMOSA)

After the War, there was such an
increase in students that the
University pun:hascd several
barracks from a temporary hospital

Campus B

"In the 1950's several student
orl'anitations such as Mortar
Board, Spurs (freslunan honmary),
!.as Campan'ls (junior honorary)
and six sormitic; were c.sJahlishcd"
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Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

e and Moped (Behind Okies)

Seka Fuji, Azuki

3,5, 10 Speeds

DISCOUNT PRICES
All Mopeds· 5% above cost
1718
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Visa,
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BIOlOGY
Genetics

S4 95

CHEMISTRY
College Chem1slry. 5th Ed.
Organic Chemistry
Physical Chemistry

S3.95
S6 95
56 95

Boolean Algebra
Computer Science
Dimete Mathematics
Programo1ing wilh Basic
Programming wilh Fortran {March "78)

S5.95
54.95
S4.95
54 95
S4 Q5

EDUCATION & PSYCHOLOGY
lnlroduclion !o Psychology
Test Items in Education

S4.95
S3 95

ELECTRONICS & ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
S495
$4.95
$5.95
$5.95
$5.95

ENGINEERING
Acoustics
Advanced Slrucfural Analysis
Basic Eq~alions of Engineering
Continuum Mechanics
Descriptive Geometry
Engineering Mechanics,
new :lrd Ed. {March '78)
Fluid Dynamics
Fluid Mechanics & Hydraulics
Heat Transfer
Lagrangian Dynamics
Machine Design
Mechanical Vibrations

s·s.95
$6.95
$3.95
55.95
S3.95

$5.95
S5.95
S5.95
$5.95
S5.95
S5.95
S5.95

JpfJt'l\ll'·n<·. .!Pd tliHHifl'tj•,

J;[

ilPf"'I·!\~!·PLHv Pf, !doni', ifo"dh dfl'.-/Vf>-f·.

ACCOUNTING. BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
Accounting I
53 95
Accounting II
S3 95
Business Slalislics
S4 95
College Business law
S4.95
Cost Accounting (March '781
S4 95
Oevelopment Economics
S4 95
Intermediate Accounting I
S4 95
International Economics
53 95
lntrorl~ction to Business
S3 95
Macroeconomic theory
S4.50
Mathematics ol Finance
S3.95
Microeconomic 1heory
$4.95
Personal Finance & Consumer EconomiCS
S3 95
nuanlilative Methods in Management
S5 95

RCJnlorced Concrete Design
State Space & linear Systems
Strength ol Materials. 2nd Ed
Structural Analysis
Theoret1col Mechanics
Thermodynamics

S4.95
$6.95
S6.95
$6.95
ss 95
$6 95

ENGLISH
English Grammar
Punctuatwn. Capltah!almn & Spellmg

$3 50
S3 50

FOREIGN lANGUAGES
French Grammar
German Grammar

$3.95
S3.95

Spanish Grammar

SJ 50

MATHEMATICS & STATISTICS
Advanced Calculus
Advanced Mathematics
Analytic Geometry
8as1c Mathernalics
Calculus. 2nd Ed
College Algebra
Complex Variables
Ollleren!Jal Equations
Dillerential Geometry
Elementary Algebra
Finlle Otllerences & Oilference Equations
F1nife Mathematics
Ftrsl Year College Mathematics
Fourier Analysis
General Topology
Group Theory
lmear Algebra
Malhemallcal Handbook
Matrices
Modern Algebra
Modern Elementary Algebra
Modern Introductory Olllerenlial Equations
Numerical Analysis
Plane Geometry
Probabifily
Probahilily & Slalislics
Projective Geometry
ReaiiJariables
Review of Elementary Malhema:;~~
(Including Arilhmelic)
Set Theory & Related Topics
Statistics
Trigonometry
Veclor Analysis

S5.95
$6.95
S3.50

S4.95
$4.95
$4.50

$5 95
S4 95
$4.95

$3.95
$5 95
S4.95
S5.95
S4.95
S4.95
$5.95
$4.95
$4.95
$3.95
S4.95
S3.95
54.95
$5.95
53.95

S3.95
55.95

s4.9s

S5.95

54.95
S4.5Cl
$4.95
S3.9E
$4.95

PHYSICS & PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Applied Physics
S4.95
College. Physics, 61h Ed.
$3.95
Earth Sciences
$3.50
Optics
$5.95
Physical Science
$3.95

299-9528

S· I s:.
'

256-3554

}i

REFRIGERATED TRUCK SERVICE
CUSTOM FRESH FRUIT BASKETS
OUR OWN GREENHOUS~

21
;,.,'

"During World War !1, the
campus had very few men but a lot
of women students. The dormitories were vacal ed for use by
groups of armed forces and the
women stayed in the fraternity
hou~es," said Clauve.

in Santa Fe. The buildings were
\!Sed for dorms und classrooms.
Scholes Hall,
Zimmerman
Library and Mitchell Hall were
built in the late 1940's, and the
present Hokonn Hall and Johnson
Gym were erected in the early
1950's.

SCHAUM'S OUTLINE SERIES

Electric Circuits
Electronic Circuits
Feedback and Control Systems
laplace Transforms
Transmission lines

Peoples
FLOWER

The first SUB was built in the late
1930's (now the Anthropology
Building). Clauve was a member of
the SUB Board, responsible for its
erection.

COMPUTERS

Golda released

iL"

When Clauve became dean of
women in 1929, there were 500
students. She was in charge or
women's d ormit.ories, st ntlcnt
employment and student loans.

the

Aboutpeop e

Charles D. Noland
Class of 1973

l<'reucb l~rlc!!i- 10' w/nny JUn·chal"e

j

.'

We still had a sn'ong sense of being
connected to our parents. We were
not yet ready to sever those ties that
woul~ later be slashed.''
"A; a. student and a reporter, I
fell the whole world was watching;
we were watching back with a
McliS>a w«s u journalhm student worldly awareness and waiting to
working for the LOBO in 1968. ;ee how all those outside change;
1\0uld affect UN~. I remember
when Vice Prc,ident for Student
Affairs Harold Lavender made a
;tatement .;omething to the ell"cn
that UN:VI was not contaminatt'd
with drug;, In an effort to ;how
him up, I he LOBO staiT, with the
pe1mi"ion of l·ctleral Agent,, wen1
out lln the .;ampu> and purccha,ed
an a"ortment of drug;. When
prc,cnted with them, lavender
couldn't uenv the facts but ;tood bv
his originat' statement that the
percentage wa' .\mall. The whole
issue seemed to be greeted on the
campus vdth a wide yawn."
What else was happening?
"Well, cheerleading was a big deal.
Prelly girls were being looked at.
Fie;tas were always a campus-wide
activity; professors would cancel
classes and the drinking often
began early in the morning. There
PHOTO was always a rodeo and big dance.
"Although not directly affected by It was a great excuse to have a big
the draft, I was extremely bitter pany.
What does the image of UN/1-l
about it. Even though 1 couldn't
rut it into these terms then, It was look like now? "I've been working
mv fir.lt encounter with sex at UNM since 1973. I see the
tli~crimination. ll seemed grossly >tudcnt with a much stronger sense
unfair. l saw the male students of realism, concern for their future,
suffering with the uncertainty of their jobs. I think that as adtheir future, I saw them delaying ministrators, we finally feel that the
their marriages and going broke legislature is no longer concerned
ju~t to stay in school and keep their with what we're all about the way
'student status' with the draft. they were in I 968. UNM's image
has gone favorably upward since
the early I 970's.''
Melissa is corrently UNM's
Alumni & Special Educator
Coordinator and has completed a
perspective of the era in the
Homecoming issue of the October,
1978 Alumnus. She also is the wife
of Charles Noland.

,
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\\l.;"re u. mnrc my i~eal radktll, perhaps bceau'e
hlJmog~;.•ncou•. g.roup than the t: !\f"M he \vas not tuo radkal. He v.a..,
nunpu\ today, \\C were each more vocal, articulate and for a long time
alk~rcu hy the other'.\ probl~ms. r~n ;ort of a 'one-man show.' He

And wl1a1 ha' Ron been doin~
'inw graduation'/ ''Well. I ;upp<"e
you coulu wy I went back to
middle-America. I've owned thi'
Radio Shack for ;even year; and
have two chiluren, l ran for
politkal office in the ;tulc legilnture
in I 972. I lost by a really small
margin. I'd ;till like to gel into
polities. My political views haven't
changed since then but I don't think
the politkal ;tructure has the
rc.,pcLL ol' the a vcrage cil i1cn. ,.
With regard to UNM \ image
now, "I'd "tY that a; a11 in.stilution
it h looked on 1\ith relief. Mo\1 of
the excitement slem; from the
whool's athletic ability and not the
f)(]litkal ;ituaiton."

SIDElVALii. CAFE
DlltmFRYDAY:
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Melissa Noland
Class of 1969
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hl'came murc important than we
;houltl have became or <Ill that

Slwrnw.n we ut.,ed lo
cal.l him. Ill' '"" a ~r~ut dehator
and wtnhd extremely well lor
!JNM dUIIII)' tile "Love Luq"
•.. c:mdal. We I ound him In he one of
tJUr mo;t power! ul aiJic; in the
Sc•Hale dunng the witch hunt that
followed puhlit:ity of the poem.
t:N:V1 v..-·n., mHkr tht· .,talt.' povt:r~
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Locat~d In l'astdale Shopping Center
corner of Eubank & Candelaria
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NOW HERE THIS E:DITORIAL SUBMISSIONS POLICY.• Any
r;harturud PrgonizMiQ(t or campus group mq~ su4mit an
ltounc~Jmt~llts of Dl.'enrs or spac:illl maotings ro t/liJ
IWWSroom, !loom 138, Mturon Hull. Tho LoJw Willi,Jtlflmpt to
#Ub/lsh nortcus th(l day b~forfl and rhe rlay of the mauriny
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Tra1ners
(men's and ladies)

The Philosophy Club will meet
toduy at 3 p.m. to hear Robert
Neidorf. former dean and current
tutor at Saint John's College in
Santa Fe. Topic of discussion will
be "Some Limits of Observation as
a Scientific Method.''

&
Lady Senorita Cortez

There will be a Senate endorsement meeting for the Disabled
on Campus today at ll a.m. in
Room 141 of the Humanities
Building.

r·J
l·:

I

i

purc)lase approprialo udvenisiny l(l gtmrllntau

pub/IC-f!cion
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The Honors Center presents
"Biofeedback,
Autogenics and
Learning," a lecture and discussion
with Michael Leffert this afternoon
from 2 to 4 in the Honors Center
lounge.

i
Visa and Master Charge

2118Central Sf
(Across from the Un1vr"'·''.
842·8678

2116 Central SE (Across from UNM)

phone 842·5992

Today and tomorrow are part of
Exceptional Children's Awareness
Weekend at Win rock Center. There
will be information booths· and
entertainment.

c

'[:=_================

M~F 8-6
2112 Central SE Sat
8-5
Closed
Sunday
247-0321

j

includes:

per gallon
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Maintenance Free
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All members of the Women
Stttdies Student Association are
encouraged to attend the committee
meeting today from 2:30 to 4:30
p.m. in Room 206, Mitchell Hall.
Votes will be taken at the meeting
for Outstanding Professor for
October.

Have your bindings checked with
the Vermont Ski Safety Device
Machine. Special digital read out
adjustment feature is the latest, scientific, most advanced measuring
device in the in. du. slry. Bring your
Skis and Boots in Sat. Bindings
adjusted while you wait.

T<! all interested students: The
Institute for Paralegal Training will
be on campus Monday from 10
a.m. Lo 4 p.m. Anyone interested
should sign up at Career Services,
Room 2131 of Mesa vista Hall.

....... .·.... .·....
Woman staff: Lunch hour
Assertiveness Training Workshop
begins Monday. Please register at
the Women's Center, 1824 Las
Lomas N.E.

Lease Paalrages
You can't go wrong with a lease package..•

__

,......, FIICMIC:

HORIZON SKIS
GEZE BINDINGS
POLES
INSTALLATION
Raiche Jet Boot

.·. .·.
......

.·.

i

130.00

42.50
6.00

:I

12.00

,,I

55.00
247.50
Pay

_!)n Monday, Robert Strini, an
it\lernationally exhibited sculptor
from California, will give a public
talk on his work. The talk will be
held at 8 p.m in room 2018 of the
Fine Arts Center. Admission is
free.

89~~w

with option
to buy 4/1/79

79oo

PAY

5900

Now

wnn optron to ouy
4/1/79

4900

0

CROSS COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES

~II packages include Heireting fleece lined boots, Dovre .,_ _...;;..._..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Bindings, Bamboo or Fiber·
glass Poles and Installation.

Aquanum

®$~Service,

Repa1rs

ALWAYS

Highest OM~~n~1qMaterials
and Workmanship at the
t©wes;~ Possible ~rut®s

national
optical
2.110 Centra I S.E.

LEASE PACKAGE

Skis, Look 55 Bindings,
Barrecrafter Poles,
Heireling Jr. Boots.

GLASSES MADf:: WHILE YOU WAIT IN MOST C•~SE.S

24 mo ......••..........•.. $25.95 exch.
36 mo .•.........•......... $34.95 exch.

•••J!u

JR. LEASE
PACKAGE sarner Hop

We offer:

f

I

&DI

any prescription
single vision lenses
any" in stock" frame
FREE case
Guaranteed Rx. accuracy
guaranteed adjustment

w/ad

(iJl(f;l!rfrS ~~lU$ i83~ 1~li®Blf ~jpl®©tltm~

leg.

Beginning swimming lessons will
offered at Johnson Gym
beginning Nov. 6. Cost is $20 per
person. Registration will be in the
Intramural Office, Johnson Gym,
Room 230, from Oct. 14 through
Nov. 6.
be

your choice of lightweight
plastic orglass lenses
·-1

4.

Rights
of
undocumented
workers, computers and privacy,
The USCI'~·A will present two
and rights of young people will be
topics discussed at the New Mexico films from China Monday in the
Civil Liberties Union Tl1ird Annual SUB Theater at 7 and 8:30 p.m.
Workshop tomorrow at the The first film, "Away with All
Hoiiday Inn of Albuquerque. The Pests," documents the Chinese
workshop will begin at 9 a.m. and health care system. The second
will conclude at4 p.m. The public is rum, ''Hsin Flua," is concerned
with elementary education.
welcome.

Are you a woman seeking a
second career? For ideas on reentering school, come to a free
workshop, ''Going Back to
School," on Saturday from l :30 4:30 p.m. at the Y.W.C.A., 316
Fourth St., S.W.

II

Rainer Ritthaler, special factory representative from Salomon will be on hand this
week at Gardenswartz
Spartz to clean and check
your bindings for worn or
broken parts. Saturday 10 to

The Militant Forum Series
presents a report "Strategy for the
Women's Movement Today,"
today at 7:30 p.m., 108 Morningside N.E. A $1 donation will be
welcomed

·:: ·:r ·::

Valvoline Anti-Freeze

Free Ia
illI

The1·e will be a Ski Swap at the
State Fair Grounds this weekend
sponsored by the Sandia Peak Ski
Patrol. Sellers must register
equipment today. The sale rum
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The
swap will be held in the Agricult11re
Building.
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tNFORMAT~dN CfNTER FOR WET PET-HOB8YISTS

HEAL THY PUPPIES & KITTENS

Exotic Birds_. Reptiles~ Hamsters
,

t

Gerbils- Guinea Pigs_.... Mice
(Jua/il!f Sul'l'lito, f'or All Prl•

~ a~IYI
..C
-~~

81
-

ALL GLASS AQUARIUMS

~FROM 5Yo TO 240 GALLONS

OF FISH

JARVINEN
NO WAX SKI
PACKAGE

SPECIAL ORDERS WELCOMED

268·5977
4914 LOMAS BLVD. N.E.

OR 255-5977
4914 LOMAS BLVD; N.E.

MON. • TUE. ·THURS. -SAT. 9 TO 6
WED. ·FRI. 9 TO 8
SUN. t2 TO 6

Reg. 124.50

KARHU BEAR
PACKAGE
Waxable
Reg. 34.50

8995

KARHU NO WAX

~.~£~~~~50 9995

7995

lllil-11
Let our Experts remount
Your ski swap purchases

OPEN
MONDAY'FRIDAV
9:301o9:6o
SATURDAY
9:30to 6
SUNDAY
NobNtoS.

243·6157

10% Studeni and S~aH Discm..Bnt
on Non·saie Uems!

.
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call>, Professor Tony
Hi!lerman correctly answered 80
per cent of the ten questions on his
'final examination Thur;day.
The committee for the "Who
Knows More About UNM than
Tony Hillcnnan" contest selected
ten of the best questions dealing
with University history, facts and
any relevant trivia.
Commenting on his batting
average, Hillerman said, "I was
hoping to finish at least as well as
Steve Garvey."
The professor was given one
hour, starting at 2 p.m. and any
resources at his disposal to answer
the ten questions. He spent the first
half chatting with sources l'iffling
riles and pursuing records for
answers. One source said he had
been told not to answer any
questions. Halfway through the
match, Jess Pric.e, director of the
UNM Public Information Office,
happened to drop in to give a little
assistance.
"I thought it was a stump
I·Iillerman contest," said one
committeeman. "Not a stump the
faculty match."
Hi!lcrman,
a
journalism
professor, smiled and said, "The
key is to know people who know
things."
Lobo staff personnel, who officiated the match, judged human
resources as fair play, providing he
did not contact the person who
submitted the question.
At 2:40, with 20 minutes
remaining to the match, Hiller man
started to type up his answers. He
handed in his examination at 2:55
with five minutes to spare.
"Most questions rang a bell," he
said. "But I guessed on a couple."
The professor incorrectly an·
swered two questions.
The answer to the only campU>
adobe-construction
building,
except converted residences, is tile
Naval ROTC building. Hillerman's
answer was old Bratton Hall, now
the sociology economics building.
"Geographically, I wasn't that far
off," he said.
For a question asking "Who was
the well-known student in UNM
history,
now
a
successful
AI buquerque business man, who
appeared in the student body
section of a Mirage yearbook twice.
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The Feb, 28, 1950 LOBO
was the first daily paper in
this region, Leon Butterfield,
local jeweler, appeared
twice in the 1949 Mirage.
The Navy ROTC building is
the only adobe on campus.

you, .~1-l<;~:b ~~~~~~~
litEeES.A NEAT STEAI{Hoo.9E..

once with hi> regular picture and
once with a diogui>e," the professor
gue;sed Calvin Horn.
"I didn't think Horn would have
done such a thing. I almost said
Skinny Scavalini," Hi !Ierman said.
The committee and the professor
selected the question "What is the
name of the novel published by
Valerie Kohler Smith about
Hokona Hall?" as the best entry. It
was submitted by Educational
Foundation Professor Albert W.
Vogel, who won an autographed
collection of Hillerman's novels .
"Not many people know that
Hokona means virgin butterfly,"
he said.
The persons who stumped
Hil!erman may come to the LOBO
newsroom for their prizes, Donald
Mackel and Charles Wells have
each been awarded $1.28 for
stumping the professor.
Following are the ten questions
posed to Hi IIerman:
I. Name the person in the athletic
department who was a salesman
prior to his employment - by
David Herron
A. Lavon McDonald, who was
an automobile salesman.
2. What is the widest margin that
UNM lost to NMSU by in football,
and when?- by Peter Madrid.
A. The biggest Aggie-Lobo
football margin was 107 points.
The score was 110 to 3 in 1917 the Lobo team having been drafted.
3. In 1968, the LOBO staff decided
to show how easy it was to purchase
illegal drugs on campus. What was
the only major drug they hl\d to go
off-campus to find? - by Melissa
Noland.
A. The major drug the LOBO
buyers couldn't find on campus was
marijuana, though they did rind
LSD, speed, and methedrinc. The
drugs were photographed and given
to the Albtiquerq\Ie Police
Department.
4. What is the name of the novel
published by Valerie Kohler Smith
about Hokona Hall? - by Prof.
Albert Vogel
A. "The Rape of the Virgin
Butterfly" had good imagery but
received bad reviews.
5. What do three Aztec buzzards
have to do with UNM? -by Edith
Johnson.
A. They are located on the UNM
. seal, which was designed by Dr.
Edward Dundas MacQueen Gray,
UNM president between 1909 and
1912.
6. Name the first college paper in
New Mexico, Arizona, or West
Texas to go daily and the date of
the first daily is<ue - t>y Terrv

Jenkins

•
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A. The Daily J..,OBO, Feb. 28,
1950
7. Who was the well-known
student, now a successful city
businessman, who appeared in the
Mirage yearbook twice, once with
his regular picture and an assumed
comical name, and once with an
absurd disguise and his real name?
-by Charles Wells
A. In the 1949 Mirage, on page
II, ]...eon Butterfield of Butterfield
Jewelers, appears twice. His
disguised photo goes with his real
name. The assumed name with his
real picture is "Josh Butterspread."
8. What did novelist Edward Abbey
do that got him fired 'as editor of
the UNM Thunderbird? by
Professor Albert Vogel.
A. Abbey ran the Voltaire
quotation: Men will not be at peace
until the last king is strangled in the
entrails of the last priest - and
credited it to Willa Cather.

i
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'

9. The UNM campus is famous for
its integrated pueblo-styled architecture. There is, however, one
building other than converted
residences, which is actually adobe
construction- by Donald Mackel
A, The Navel ROTC building
10. Many campus buildings have
changed names and usc since being
built. Can you name three and their
changes in use? By Edith
Johnson
A. Anthropology- used to be the
first student union building,
Bandelier West - dining hall,
Bandlier East- first Ortega Hall.
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Lavon McDonald sold used cars. Three Aztec buzzards
are o.n the UNM seal. Ms. Smith's novel about a butterfly.
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MOUNTAIN
PRESENTS:
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Four days of personal instruction in ballet skiing and
freestyle maneuvers by New Mexioo's top ballet coaches.
Video tapes of all afternoon sessions and of final day
student competition. For information call (505) 754-2941
or (505) 586-0848 or fill out and mail order blank at right.
Two camps offered for the 78-79 season: Nov. 16-19, Jan.
12-15 at Powder Puff in Red River NM.
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Freestyle Camp
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ABOUT 2M\LES Up No2.1'h 1+
-~NThE C...UA'/To111e.. .s~r
AQ.E '\ ... ONE.

•

contest

QUESTION: How many
pieces of legislation has
Manual Lujan managed
to get Congress to pass in
six years?
a) 38 b) 14 c) 4 d) 56
ANSWER:
c) 4 •••••JUST FOUR?
That's an outrage for voters who
have paid hundreds of thousands
of tax dollars ih salary to a man
who gives back little more than
form letters and postcard
ques tionnatres.
Its time to send a stronger voice
to Washington for Nw Mexico
Paid Ia- by Hawk forwngtess
Commlttet Eoolyn Hom, Treasurer

Private !iki eamp!iavailable lor
your group of 10 per!iOO!i or
more

Ski Ballet New Mexico
Box241
Red River, N·M 87558

r-~-~------~------~--~---------~--~-----1

I
I

N arne

II Address
I
I Age
Ski experience
I rental yes _ no . . ..

1st choice camp:
Nov.

•
personal

Jan.
. d
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Live Band
DtmfK s

Every Night

WHERE THE MUSIC AND THE BEER
GET TOGETHER FOR A GOOD TIME

uer
•
For The

4200 Central SE

largest soloctlon
Qnywhoro In the city

Along with your favorite
2900 Coors Rd NW
PIZZA
1-40 and Coors Rd In the Palamino Complex

•

Homecoming
Weekend

I,UBLIC OFFEIIING
FO()J) & DltiNii

wanna boogie ?
Enjoy The Drink Dine Dance Experience

Sandia Crest

With

Out Of The Blue
Listen to
Fro.nk Lo.ro.bee
o.nd His Gulto.r

'":·

(;ouvc••t yo•u· cash to
good food and good tiliiCS.
Oiunc•· cvc•"''d:•
,.,
......v '
lnuch .ltionday Uarongb Friday
and a Unbblv IJ•·••ncb
em Snuday l i::JOam- 2:00Jun.
llappy llonr :J:OOtlJil· 5::lOtun
tlaily.
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Remember

Ho.ppy Hour 4-8
Sandla Mountains
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Jo.zz Night
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5,30 pm - 1:30 o.m mon - So.t.

(Jil9 (\. ~r9 ID\i\Jtl~Ii!
Downsto.irs
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Eo.ch Sundo.y 8-12 pm
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HOMECOMING SPECIAL

The
Ivory Chopsticks

Take a ride on the Sandia l'eak Tramway
the WOULD'S Longest Tramway I
Se-e the Southwest's most
spectacular view .....
over 10,000
Square miles!

l~iuc

Oriental Cuisine
and I~xotic IJonngc
also featuring

DINE 2 MILES UP .

"OnriJittlc Bali.c Shop"

.,-,

With the purchase of a complete
dinner the SUMMIT HOOSE RES'J'AURANT
will include a $5.50 tram ticket.
Also scrvillg a Ia carte from 5 to 9 I'M,

,-cl:ifii

Specializing inQuality bake goods
butter cookies
challah bread
dan ish pas teri.es
crumb cakes
pies, Baka, Kichels,
to mention a few

G

W.I\P COURTESY OF

1

265-5948

raiffi.§.f.p,

2313 S.n Pedro, N.E.
Albuquerque. New Meadco 81110

Paradise Sq.
9800 Montgomery N.E.
296-2593

• PUBLJSHERS
• TYPOGRAPHERS
• TYPESETTING
• GRAPHICS
• COMMERCIAL ART • PRODUCTION

SUMMIT HOOSE SPECIAL includes
a choice of 6 entrees
complete with salad, vegetable,
rolls dessert, beverage,

$10.95 for aduits
not including
tax & tip.
$5,50 for children 10 & under
not including tax & tip.

LWlcheon Served from 11 AM to 3 PM Daily
Reservations
243-9742 or 299-8812

SUMMIT HOUSE

URANT AND

111111! 111!111
UII'III!IIPO!

I•artying Fivci·y
Friday and Saturday Night
This Wccliclld:
'

Pina Colada

P!LII
with
W!IU COIDftiOI
flOP]

..

I

"

1 ft SGIU.:EN- I•'I\EE hors d'oct•vres
ng all g:mu·s and friday's happy
hour. ll.\1'1' \ liOl.JHi> b·b "'"~') <I••) Motlday Night Fo()tball 7:00 p.m.
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counters' begin today
l ;-NM ;enior..,
tonwrroW,"'.
alnmm
will he admitted free to
tile llotnccoming I a male He> Ia
lrorn II t<t I p.m. tomorrow in the
At c.:na.
1'1 <'<' t j,·ket' to the Tamale hc,ta
mav be picked up by seniors at the
lltnucnnning rcvl•.tratinn '.:enter in
'ill' \ovN ol Popeioy I !all in !he

J<inc Arts Center. The Center will
be open from 9 to 5 p.m. hiday,
and !'rom 9\o I I a.m. Saturday.
"Cio;c f'ncountcr; of the Best
Kind" will be takirtg place a\
L;NM's 54th annual I-lomecoming.
'ipccial reunion' arc planned for
alumni who arc observing !heir
'iO~~!}.'i.th and lOth annivcrsarb of

MARANATIIA
C)
BEAUrfY SALON
ALL Hcgular Haircuts just $6.00 and up
W c sp(•cializc in both
Men's & Women's Haircuts
·~flwt

men may see and know, may
together, that tire hmul of th<' Vwd
One of [.~mel hn~ cn•ated it."

4./601 t.OMAS N£

con~ider and understand
lu~~ dmu• this, the 1I oly

~66-15'05

p:raduation.
The Alumni Aw>ciation will
honor I wo distinguished graduates
during
Homecoming.
The
a\\odation', Zimmerman Award
will be presented to .John i\. Lewis
of the Julliard School tlf Music,
Lcwh is a compo,cr, pianist and
rounder of the Modern .Jan
C)uanct. The Award of Distit1ction
will he pre,cntcd to Marie Milne of
Albuquerque, a former UNM
Regent and longtime educator.
Albuquerque attorney Jim
Beckley, a 1962 graduate who
chairs the Homecoming Committee, said college years "can be
considered a series of close encounters - with classes and exams
and term papers, and with dances
and dates. A lot of us still cherish
1how close encounters and we' rc
looking forward to more of them at
Homecoming."

Complete schedule; of all
Homecoming events will be
available at the regi>tration center.
Among the major events open to
'>tudenls arc:
- i\ concert by a band called
"l .. cedcrt" at H p.m. Wednesday,
Oct. lR, in the Subway Station.
Ticket' cost $3 and will be sold at
the door.
- "Friday Night Live," a pep
rally beginning at 6 p.m. Friday on
the mall in front of Zimmerman
Library. Coronatioll of the
Homecoming Queen, introductions
of Lobo football players and
performances by the Marching
Band and the Collegiate Singers are
planned.
~ Tours of Homecoming house
decorations at fraternit-y and
sorority houses, ROTC offices and
residence halls, beginning at dusk
Friday.
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----------------------------------Running Shoes
Take stock in America.

adidas ..~_..

IUIIIII!Et

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.

-

Student "retread' tells all

A concert by Pablo Cruise at

cost $7.50 and $6.50 for students
and are on sale at all Ticket Master
outlets.
- The H. Cook Homecoming
Run for Campus Child Care, a 4.5mile race around the campus. The
race begins at 9 a.m. Saturday at
the Law School. Entry fees will be
charged, and information is
available from the Child Care
Center.
- The Tamale Fiesta, sponsored
by Furr's Inc. Food will be served
from II to I p.m. Saturday in the
Arena.
- The Lobo-Aggie football
game, beginning at I :30 p,m.
Saturday at the Stadium.

I •.

I,

.......

Notables
of '60s
revisited
AI Capp, speaking to UNM
students on Sept. 18, 1968, noted
the word "bullshit" was the "new
language ol' the new politics."
While in Albuquerque in
October, then Vice-President
Hubert H. Humphrey denied
charges made by Richard Nixon
that under the Kennedy and
Johnson administrations, defenses
were weakened to where a security
gap existed in the U.S.
hl October Ginger Baker performed at University Arena with
Cream. Baker gave a drum solo and
Eric Clapton gave a guitar solo.
On Oct. II Adam Clayton
Powell, Jr. told a UNM audience
that the Vietnam War was senseless
and that blacks were not gOing to
compromise their rights.
Dr. Benjamin Spack, the expert
on babies and the American draft
system, received a standing ovation
in Johnson Gym during a speech in
which he referred to the Vietnam
War as "illegal and immoral."
George Wallace announced he
was sending his presidential run·
ning mate, Gen. Curtis E. LeMay,
to "Viet Nam for a first-hand
look."
A University of Texas physics
professor announces his support of
Eugene McCarthy as a presidential
write-in candidate.
On Nov. 6, Richard Milhouse
Nixon became the official winner of
the 1968 presidential election.
Paul Simon and Art Garfunkel
played at UNM in November of
1968 to a near sell-out crowd calling
University Arena a "really ugly
place."
On Feb. 7 Gen. Lewis B, Hershey, then director of the Selective
Service, told a UNM audience:
"We have gotten to the point Where
we can run government without
causing deaths."

adidas .._~_..
---------------------~------------- Running Aeeessories

1978 UNM
Homecoming

"That is a shame. By the way, do
"Max, you Iorge! the age of an
you remember that hiJlpie who upper-classman is, like, 20."
sripped in Yale Park for the highest
"Jesus, that's right. Jesus. Time
bidder?"
for a drink."
"No,. why? You seeing her these
"Okay, nice talking to you.''
days7 1 '
"Okay, nice talking to you."
"Forget it. n
"Right.''
1 hung up and walked over to the
"How is the situation? Lots of
mall. lt was late a[ternoon and
co-eds I imagine."
"Yeah, but they're a little cooling off, quiet except for the
sound of people's footsteps going
young."
"What do you mean? How about to or from someplace or another.
The shadows were getting longer
some older upper-classmen?''
.

.

SNOEGOO.

Soceer World

$7.98 LP's,
Cassettes and
• 8-Tracks

-
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C:Qntllrwod on pugn 29

PAT METHENY

ALSO ON SALE LYLE MAYS
GATEWAY II MARK EGAN
with Jack DAN GOTTLIEB
De Johnette, Dave
Holland and John
Abercrombie. Plus
Dave Holland's
Emerald Tears!

'

l

~' 9 o'clock til midnight

7 days a week

Tamale Dinner
Saturday, Oct. 21
11 a.m.-1 p.m. UNM Arena
Graduating seniors may pick up free tickets
Friday 9 a.rn.-5 p.m. Of Saturday 9-11 a.m.
in Popejoy Hall lobby.

a

virginity wl1ile annlht•r felt hcartskk.
Night W!ts falling and they were
httngry or cold or their reel hurt or·
!hey had a date or a good dinner
waiting, or work to do or somethon
\tr no one at alto tak to.
Thcyw ere going to go lhwuglt
life feeling hoi and htirsty, hungry
or cold, lonely, happy, sad, cursing
bad clays and bad luck !\nd mar·
veiling at a perfect spring day,

ECM--The Most
Beautiful Sound
Next to Silence

Sponsored by UNM Alumni Assoc.
Runner's World

·--··

and if you sat there long enough the
little bits of existcn<:e fell silent.lv
into places like the tumblers or
lock.
There wm a guy who walked by
who idnt have anythign to do thai
night and a girl who looked a little
lonely. A n1and with a b~rd strolled
past, whistling, pleased with a day's
work. The wind lifted theskirt of a
secretary walking loher car. A few
sparrows foraged for crumbs and a
freshman worried about losing his

GROUP

.

-------------------~--------------Running Gear

By I' ABLO CASTANET
An inspired L0!30 news editor
ap[Jroached me the other day and
said wouldn't il be swell to write
about the late '60s and early '70s
for the Homecoming issue.
''Why on earth would you want
to do something like that?" I
asked.
"Because there's nothing gomg
on around here these days and it
was exciting hack then. Wasn't it? I
have no idea. And besides, you're
the only retread I know."
"Look, you fool, it's all a myth.
Only the partyline changes;
everything else stays the same. Why
don't 1 just write something about
the mall in late afternoon,"
"No," he said. "See what you
can come up with."
I said sure and called up Max in
Chicago.
''I don't remember a damned
thing," Max said. "We blew our
brains out on booze and drugs and
tried to talk women into bed- and
listened to jazz. That's about it.''
"How about politics?" I asked.
"Wasn't it a political thing?"
"Nah, just cheap strong lush and
hot tight cooze."
"Okay. Forget I asked."
"Sure. By the way, l talked to
Willy the other day."
"Is he still Jiving in Vermont?''
"Are you kiding? He took a job
in Baltimore with an outfit that
makes artificial flavors for snocones, Fifteen K a year. He bought
a Sony Trinitron, new stereo,
Honda Civic, the works. The
furniture store is breathing down
his neck and American Express
wants to know if he can pay his tab
before 1990. I told him to come up
and visit but leave the ball-andchain at home, you now. No dogs
children or Janet. He got a little
mifl'ed, though."

8 p.m. Friday in the Arena. Tickets

ALBUQUERQUE
3500 Centra!Ave. S.E.
255-3690
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House address changes
Jlomecoming this ycur has
~pedul ~ \:oming honH! 11 meaning
lor Sigma Chi fraternity member;
this year. Their hou.se adtlrc\\, 721
Yale. Nlo, was changed Ja;t month
by the city to it; orip,inal address,
18.15 Sigma Chi Road. The
fraternity wa; Ioundcu in I855.
lhe year 1913 saw the bcp,inning
of 1he Bela Xi Chapter of I he Sigma

14Y FRIENB
I
l1Ell1TIQilE
AHB

I'Nru-n

- Hand-Crafted
Clothing
-'- At'<-'l'ssuries
and Gifts

Remember those long, frustrating registration
Jines in Johnson Gym? How about the frayed nerves or the sense of despair when a class closed
just as you reached the head of the line? How
lucky we are now!

Cordouroy
o.nd

Blue Jeo.ns

1st pair s13.50
Beta Xi Chapter of Sigma Chi.
Early in 1950 the construction of
the new house began and was
finished in December 1950 at a cost
of $251,000.

R 17 ~~cm'~ IZSIIrdnn~

---------~-----
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The original house for the UNM chapter of the Sigma Chi Fraternity was purchased in
1913 for $13,000.

Covered
. ssragon·

..

,,

'

With the rapid growth of
Albuquerque, the land areas were
3104 Central SE
Makers of Hand Made
named according to sections. The
268-2006
ll)dlan Jewelry
land owned by Sigma Chi was
OlDTOWN
designated as the Sigma Chi
to
the
city
of
·~-~---------------------------------------------~ Addition
Albuquerque
and
to
this
day
it
is
I
I
still so named.
When the house was opened in
II
One DOLLAR OFF on All Carnations
1950, the address given to the house
.U"'ww
W \ol.w
"' W
with this coupon. shop located in the SUB.
II
II was 1855 Sigma Chi Road. Two
AND Fl..ORtST SHOP
weeks later the Post Offict decided

L

Registration smoothed

Chi haternity, 'Jhc fir<;! house
owned by the Chapter wa; nurchascd lor ~\3,000 while they were
;till known a; Sigma Tau. In 1916
they received their charter from the
Sip,ma Chi National headquarters.
In 1925 the house was <,old for
$15,01Xl. The very same year, Beta
Xi
paid · $10,000
for
the
Albuquerque Country Club house
and its property. whkh included 78
acres of land adjacent to the
! lniver\ity campus. The 768 acres
of lund included the area from Las
Lomas to 150 l'eet north of Lomas
Blvd. and from the center of Yale
Blvd. to llucnn Vhta.
!·rom l11c purchase date to 1949,
sections of' land were sold to private
individuals us well as ;ome sections
sold at n minimal price l<l the city of
Albuquerque lo be used for city
streets, sudt a" Yale Blvd, Me.sa
Vista Rd. and Lomas Blvd, One
other street that cro\scd the land
was named Sigma Chi Road.
Along with the sale of the
property owned by Sigma Chi and
by the .sale of the second chanter
house which is now part of the
Newman Center and one lot for
$50,000 the chapter began planning
a new fraternity house which was to
become the permanent home of the

~

I

2nd pair st2.50"

,·

that the house faced the wrong
direction and the address was
changed to 721 Villagra ·which was
later changed to the present name
Yale Blvd. Now 28 years later, and
with the help and cooperation of
the City Engineering Department,
the chapter house address was
changed back to 1855 Sigma Chi
Road. 1855 is the year that the
Sigma Chi Fraternity, now international, was founded.

·
·
· J o h nson Gym. Long lines' frustration
In the bad old days at UNM, regtstratton
was he,,'d m
and fainting were common occurrances.

lobo
men's
shop
2'120 Central SE

========~~====~·------·--------------------------

243-6954.

After Home·Coming
COME HOME TO .
THE BEST

OFYOURLIFE

WITHJW[f~
Central 8r University, Albuquerque
We've just opened a brand new
JACK IN THE BOX® Restaurant.
We're offering a complete menu for breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. ..
And we're open 24 hours a day.
So whenever you're hungry, drop in and try
some of the best-taMing food in town. We're
here to satisfy you.
And to get you to taste just what's cookin',
here's a coupon for a FREE JUMBO JACK·.

COLEMAN PHOTO

110 Wyoming NE (W!:Joming & Central)
2245 Loulslo.no. (nec.r Coronc.do)
University & Centro.!

Starting three years ago, the registration proce~ became
computerized, making long lines and uncertamty about
closed classes a thing of the past.

\

\
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JVC Home Music Center

BARTOLUCCI'S
SANDWICH SHOP

c.ac
1n
1tE aoc.
r-~-~-------------~
1BUYONE . .
.
. . I
:"UMBO "ACK®HA~~URGERt.
.
·•.
1GET ONE FREE. /

NOW FEATURING
CHILI STEW

j.

and

'.

HOMEMADE SOUPS
):

'

•

•

Hi-Fi House Founded In 1949
Recommends ..Victor of Japan" Founded
1929 With More-For-Your-Money Quality

.•

'
Located in the
Campus Pharmacy behind Newsland
. Open 9· 6 M~n. tbru Fri.

..

• JVC JRS 61 Receiver
AM-FM-35W/ Channel
• JVC JLA 20 Belt-drive
Turntable
Acutex 370 Cartridge
• 2 Bose 301 Compact
Low Base Speakers
3VC-Bose Quality Va.lue ... $485.
• Add a JVC KD-10 Dolby
Cassette Deck-$210 value
Special with system ..... $185.

3011 Mor.te Vista NE• 255-1694
Just er..s! of Central & Girard, near UNM
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Ethnic study
still growing
ll~

MARGARKI'GARCIA
A movement of political
uwarene" in 1968 ripped the
count1y as protests mounted
against the undeclared war in
Southeast Asia, This was also a
time of awareness for America's
minorities as they began to demand
a right to political freedoms, to
learn their own history, to read
their own literature, and to speak
their 11<~tive languages. Minority
sl udents at U NM united to protest
at the basketball game bet ween
Brigham Young and the Lobos that
year because of what they said were
racht polkies against blacks at
BYU.
Such issues and demands for
alternative education led, among
other things, to tbe organization of
Ethnk studies centers at UNM and
at univcrsitie> across the country.
Ten years later the curriculum or
the centers has broadened and the
directors are considering the expamion or research.
('hil:ano ~tudic.s is working on a
proposal lO rc,earch and develop
more courses, said Director Tobias
Duran. A research institute for
Native American r.raduate .studc'tlh
h being .planned and AfroAmerican studies may begin
research into topics a<. the black
experience in New Mexico, according to Bob Mondragon,
Assistant Coordinator for Native
American stuics and Harold Bailey,
director of A fro-American studies.
All coordinators agree that the

'

Now comes Miller ti

'

'

''

struggle to get this far has been
uphill, "and we still don't see the tp
of the hill," said Mondragon.
"In the early period we had to
justil'y our existence, and now we
don't want to continue saying, yes,
we arc legitimate," ~aitl Duran.
Bailey said over the pa\t 10 years
nrogress had been made by hardworking students !'acing minimal
U nivcrsity support.
In academics the center-s .seem to
have progrcS'ed the mo't. Al'roAmerican studies started with three
or four courses and is now snonsoring 20. Chicano studies l\lld
Native Amcrica11 studies offer a
comparable number through
American studies, political science,
education and other departments.
Native
American
Stlldent
enroll menl has increased since J 968
from about 30 to nearly 750 now,
said Mondragon. He said the great
majority of graduates return to
work on their reservations or get
jobs with a)!cnL'ics dealing with
1ndian alTa irs.
The center is working for
stronger ties with the various tribal
nrganitati<Hts." We worh with the
/uni, llopi, i\lt''"'lcro, Navajo,
and the All Indian Pueblo
Councils, '0 they can give u\ more
i'eedback on what this center can do
for tlwm and their Mudcnts," he

..

Peace
offering

Chicano 'tudent enrollment has
probably dedined in proportion to
the general 't udent population
decline, 'aid Duran. Hi' main
concern about enrollment is tl1e
extremely high drop-au! rate of
Chicano undergraduates.
He said the tic' to the Chicano
community haven't been utilized to
their fullest. "We have the
resources and materials that should
be used to fill the gap between the
University and the community.
We'd like to teach courses outside
the University; in fact, we're
planning one for next semester," he
added.
However,
black
student
enrollment is decreasing, said
Bailey. He felt the experience for
Afro-American studies for the past
10 years had been mainly negative.
"There are no black counselors
011 cam pus. There arc 110 black
len urcd faculty on cam plls,
although we have fmtr Ph.Ds, five
Ph.D. candidates, and two J.Ds
teaching our course," he said.
Shiame Okunor, assistant director
of Afro-American studies, said
regardless of the levels of
education, their instructors were
not even gelling the salary of
graduate assistants.
The Ymlih Enrichment Program
held this summer for the eighth
consecutive year is the main tie-itt
to Albuquerque's black community.
"We're not in the business of
taking anything away from the
University; in fact, we are trying to
add onto it. We have a chance to
make UNM a truly American
university because all the cultures
arc I'CJ)resenlcd," Okunor said.
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GALLERY
RESTAURANT
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M, .. ·lu•· .f w,,,·,f f,,,,.,,,.
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Lunch 11:30 a.m.· 2:30p.m. Monday thru Friday
Dinner 6:00p.m. -10:00 p.m. Seven days a week
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Welcome Back Alums!
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Class of '66

Stereo Specials
Retail
109,95
NOW

11·113

PORTABlE CISSEll[ RECORDER

79 95

WITH IM/FM AIDID

IVIICRO BEIKI,

Micro Seiki DD-35
Direct Drive was 350.00 224.50
Micro Seiki DD-25
Direct Dr!ve was 240.00 155.50
Garrard GT-55
Zero tracking arm was 260.00 150.00
Garrard GT-35
i net. cartridge
(one only) Retail 249.95 149.95
BIG 940 (one only)
incl. cartridge Retail211.80 129.95
Our "Best Buy" at our regular low price
JVC JLA-20 w/Shure M91 ED 124.95

•

CENTREX
by PIONEER

®PIONEER
SX-780
AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER
50watts/channel
Ust price
350.00

249.95

Instant up to 750.00
Financing wlapproved credit card

Open

f
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For the 1928 graduation ceremonies UNM President
James Fulton Zimmerman (right in mortar board) invited fn·
dian chiefs of neigl1boring pueblos to smoke a peace pipe.

These super selections good through 10-25·78
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@1978 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
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MUSIC MUSIC MUSIC

M-Thur. till7:00
Fri. ti II 9:00
Sat till6:00
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1968 marks start
New gymnasium becomes old friend

of anti-Greek

Old Carlisi due for a faceli

I he· ;.em 196H nHtr~•·d tlw lwpinmng <li /ll<'atl\ "'''"''N'd anti t ireeh
'entimenhat liN~!.
That year, tlll.'rl' \\l~t t;" llilll' \Onll itie\ and ll rt illl uiriL·~. Tilt' ( rt !.'l..'k\ Wl'f('
heavily int<r partie,, beauty and popularil) eontc'h (lot both lll<'ll and
women) and .iu't generally hU\ in11 a !!<l<>d tunc.
Then, when rallying fm polittcal cam<'' came intu J1<1)1Uiarity, <ired.,
rapidly lo't their appeal. They eamc tll he• ref!at<ied a' ha,tiom of 1radii ion
and conscrvatbm-;ymbnl; ul t h~ htablhlun~nt. l'~p rallic' and lnr mal
dances wcl'e not regan.lt.)d a~ meaninpJul anymore; and demun.,tratwn.,
against the war replaced I hem.
1[

' ·~

•.'.

,,
IE~mg!!llleeD."ing and

Thi."' produced a rudk-al change in rnuet nith•.., ttnd

\1WATCH FOR THE

HUGHES

RECRUITER VISITING

..

YOUR CAMPUS SOON ..
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Con1l:act: your placement office
foi inteiview dates.
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Student
soldier

'
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... Retread

r:o•,;J1n9 11 m•w world With c>ft•c_/romu.

AN lQllAL OPPOHTllNITY fMPI.OYf~R M ;f

continued from

pag~

23

performing acts of great cowardice
or nobility, getting burned in a love
alTair, making someone hapy,
feeling remorse at people they hurt,
hurting someone, and ever and
always que~tionsing their existance.
That's why the works of
Shakespeare endure and the
scientific miracles of that century
are a jok in this one. And that's
why the "Now" generation and the
"Me" generation are the same old
stuff and belong to those who trust
their fortunes to the times.

Money
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50% OFF

Mother Lode
2318 Central SE
Gold

I
'
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266~1202
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Turquoise and Silver always 1/3 · 1/2 OFF retail
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If you can ride a bicycfeJ you can whiz. off
Oh a Honda E)(press.
,, AHM 1978
No pedaling. No shlf·
tlng. Just starlit up and go. rakes you to Class"'With no
parking Hassles, runs your errands 1 delivers you in
style for only pennies a mlle.And loads of fun tool

Recorded Message
Phone 296-8568

315San Pedro NE •
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Old Town
have to do with nay of this? Not a
damned thing. It will be blasted <IS
sexist, dull-witted, morally and
politically reprehensible, maybe an
analogy of the decade if you really

505 •2+2 •0202

want to stretch it, an oject lesson in
disillusionmner. I only threw it in to
get the avy thinkers nspping at the
air as usual.
I wanted to write about the mall
in late afternoon, remember?

SPECIAl JZIN G in
III<;AH.TY SOUPS, QUICIIES.
and FABULOUS SANIYWICIIES.
EVEHYTIUNG IIOMEMADE!

95,

40 Watt* HI-FI
Stereo System

•

American
Cancer
Society

Compare this system with others priced at $450 or more! True high
fidelity stereo sound from our new LR·2020A receiver with 20 watts
of power per channel~. dual purpose tuning meter, powers two sets
of speakers, hifilter and more! A pair of our 1001 two way speaker
system (5 year warranty!) and. a Garrard 630S turntable with base,
dustcover and Pickering cartridge complete the system. So good
we give you our $50 extended warranty, four years parts and labor
coverage ... the finest in the industry!

So Good We Give You
a $50 Four
Year Warranty!

'20 waHs per channel !Tin, RMS. into8 ohm< from 20-20,000 Hz, oo rrore than 0.6% THD

Save s180°0 ! $44980

IF PuRcHAsEo sEPARATELY

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Pr-ograms & Hours:
rt'hirt IS il d~ffertn~d!t

~.St~-1-l.

a··oNDA

c~:~~N

GO/HCi STRONG!

~
268-4508

M &M Honda

LliNCII served !1:30
a.m. to 4:00 p.m,

r . . . . __

Society.

'~

MCAT • OAT· LSAT • GRE
GMAT • OCAT ·VAT· SAT
NMB l,ll,][,
• ECFMG•FLEX•VUE

......
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A mcl"ican Cancer

HAYA'I SHALOM

EN3

lli"t

Give to the

o1?rv .,.,n
PREPARE FOR:

not

Part of the money
you give the American
Cancer Socicty helps
the In tern a! ion a!
Association of
Laryngectomccs help
thousands of people
to learn to talk again
alter their l'oice boxes
have been removed.

Fihy years later, the gym looks old and battered. It is slated for renovation later this year.

C'mon
Students.

BHEAKFAST served
g,oo a.m. to u,oo a.m.

Talks

COLEMAN PHOTO

Rainbow pendants
VVood · Bett buc~es
VV ood · earrings,
pendants
Oct 20 · 26
Watch • Jewelry "Repairs

A student enrolled in the UNM Naval ROTC program in 1968
is over loaded with G/ equipment. Men joined the ROTC in
droves in order to avoid the draft.
~ What docs Max's conversation

'

"

.

~ororitil."....

UNl\1 but all over the nat inn as \\ell.
The national organitations of the Circck' were· fmc·cd to rc•·c'\tunim· thrir
programs and vahtcs to avoid penn anent exrim·tion.
To an extent. this revamping succeeded. Arter I min!' thrc•c lratc•r nil I<''
and two 'ororitics HI the hci~ht of anti·Circ·ck l'cclin~. tile liN !\I Clrcchs aH'
slowly coming. back into 'tylc. Sodnl tile j, 'till important, but the <ircek'
arc directing their energies to more seriou' acthitte,. And im·tc:N·d
mcmbcr.,hip rcJlcch the lc" radit:al fcdin[(.' lll c·ontcmp<rntt'i coll<·~e
students .

<Coll!IlllJ)ll.llll:<2tr Sdence Majo:rrs

HUGHES

fee~~aug

Test PrepMatlon Specta!tsls Stilte

FM 94

265·2524
127 Jelierson N.E:.
1 [11 !lt•l"

[fl

U[hl'r !.d,o·

I 1l1

TOLL FREE: 900·223·1182
r
[

•

~~....

I .,, ,t,

1<,

,

·~_,,

... '.•, r ,,,,,,,

M'r~ , 1,, I

AM 61

1~38

For lniormation Plense Call·

l

SIERRA VISTA ID-9 Th.-Frl.10·6 M, T, W, Set.
FAIR PLAZA 10-9 Th.·Frt 10·6 M. T, W, Set.
MONTGOMERY PLAZA 1D-6 Mon.-Fri. ID-6 Sat.

••• 111•• 1r1)

GLASSES & CONfACIS
MADE WHILE YOU WAIT!!!

national
optical

SIERRA VISTA
Montgomery & Eubank (Next to

I<· Mart)

MONTGOMERY PLAZA

FAIR PLAZA

San Mateo & Montgomery (lowerlevel)

Lomas & San Pedro

881·6111

255-9933

-

Ruggers to Try

l'ng<' :m. NPw .\1£•xim llnily U >BO, Ot'!olwr 20, JiJ78

H~ RAY (;LASS
llNM Juby 'ides try'" 1chound fromlt"l weekend\ lossL'' in the lfi!!h
De,en Classk when the men cclil!pctc with five other ,;ucs Saturday in an
aftcmoon of rug.by nurlchc; while the women meet Santa l·e for the filth

time thb sca~on.
The men, l'rcsh rrom their intinl vktory or tire 'cason in the i'irst round

Lobos, Ags Head for Collision
Pre-Halloween SALE
OCTOBER 20-28
20% OFF on ALL Clothing

~ <~'I
~~/

,•-.,.

2916 Central SE
266-9946
11·6 pm Mon.-Sat.
Visa/MC

Foreign Auto
Collision and Ref.inishing
Specializing in Foreign Autos
Discount to UNM Students
Eddie Hicks
345·0733
4802 2nd N.W.

Hair Care Center
Ernie, Jack & Mol'ris
SPECIALISTS IN ...
Halfcu!ttng
Colonnq

PreCISIOn
Ha~r

Permanelll

International
Centre
For
&

Wa~Ut~~J

/883-85561
3705-B MONTGOMERY BLVD NE
CARLISLE &

It isn't enough that New Mexico
and New Mexico State have a
football rivalry that goes back 85
years and 68 games.
No, this year UNM had to make
it their homecoming game, not to
mention that Aggie quarterback
David Spriggs is leading the nation
in total offense.
Then you've got the fact that the
Gil Krueger's kardiac Kids have
had to wait in ftvc of their six
contests, until the final minute of
play before the outcome was settled. The three aggic wins have been
by five points or Jess while two of
their three losses have been by four
points or les~.
Even t l10ugh the game is slated
for a J:30 p.m. start, it may last
until the early evening hours if both
quarterbacks decide to take to the
air as they have been known to do
on occassion.
Las( week, Lobo quarterback
Brad Wright bu,tcd all kinds of
passing records and with a host of
talent able to bring the ball home,
U NM coach hill Mondt may
wander away from his ground
atlack.
Still, with a tank like Mike
\Villiams, who h bound to bust
open one of these games, a
'pecd\ter like fresltman Mike
Carter and back-ups Jim my Sayers
and Mark Williams, the Lobos
could come up with a decent
balanced attack.
The Aggies arc more of a roll-out
team than an option one, Mondt
said. He also said, "I think Tulsa

(the team the Aggies upset 23-20
last week) is a better team than
Texas Tech (the team UNM loss to
36-23 last week).''
"Spriggs is an excellent quarterback," he said. He's got a good
touch and gets the ball where he
wants it.''

"They're a lot better than they
were last year (when UNM won 3513). We're going to spend all the
energy we've got," Mondt said,
He also said he thought New
Mexico State's defense will be
better prepared for the pass than
Tech's was last week.

... ,
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CHADWICK PHOTO

Mike Carter (22) ready to explode

Presents

Carl
Bernstein

6307 Menaul NE

881-5223

t•acluagc Ntuubcr l. · · .. • .a·cg. 128.50

NOW $8,).50

"Today the press finds itself
in the midst of an orgy of
self-congratulation; no
attitude could be. less justified,"

The American Press
After Watergate.

\!:

·•

'

ASUNM Speaket:'s Committee

co-author of "All the President's Men"
and "The Final Days"

I

(;••c.'\lioll>C Ski
At•Jullaeia Uoot
t•o1•nln r t•ol>C
ltot icr>Clla Uinding

'J'br>Cc lav>CI"

Fib.,;glass Ski
Chcro·ywood 'l'o1>
l,ioocd Boot
'fnt• ~!uality,
U"""t Value In 'J'o'\vu

Last week I went for the big upset
week, and almost hit it big. But the
~hoke of Tampa Bay, Cleveland,
Minnesota, Cincinnati, and San
Diego co'l me a perfect week. All
or those teams but the Chargers led
into the second half, before falling
urart. So i 1 goes, my ricks listed
first, the Vegas point spread next,
and mY bet pick last.
A TL.ANT A 17 San Francisco 13:
The Falcons are a team that gets
untracked then falls apart. They
have won two of their last three,
and still have strong playoff hopes,
Atlanta by 3, bet it.
TAMPA BAY 21
CHICAGO
20: The Bears are a down team. The
Hue's will also be down after last
weeks heartbreaking loss in NY, to
the Giants, but look for a missed
Chicago extra point to decide it.
Bears by 3, bet the Buc's.
CINCINNATI 42
BUFFALO
21: The Bengals have the be.>l
rersonal of any team in the history
of the NFL, with an 0-7 record that
h. If they win, it has tO be big, as t<•
let out their frustrations. Bills by 3,
bet Cincinnati.
CLEVELAND 24
KANSAS
CITY 20: Witll KC at home I'll
b1 ing up a point I've been stating all
wuson-thcy do not win on their
own turf. As soon as Vegas and the
r<.:st of the country':, forcasters
rcali1c this thev can hit. seven extra
picks a year (not 8 because they win
one each season). Only problem is
the Browns arc ready for their
annual fold. Browns by 6, bet the
Chiefs.
DENVER 27 BALTIMORE 16:
The Colts have been fighting for
their life until Bert Jones came
back, but with Jones coming back
la>t week and getting rcinjurcd,
Baltimore's gone for good. Broncos
by 7, bet it.
GREEN BAY 28 MINNESOTA
21; I was all ready to make thi~ my
upset special and pick the Vikes,
trouble is, they're favored! The
'Pack has finally got me believing,
and actually rooting for them.
Vikcs by 3, bet the GB.
NEW ENGLAND 23 MIAMI
21: This should be the game of the
week. The Pats have been "sleeping
giants", playing just good enough
to win against each oppohetll, while
the Dolphins with Gricoc are hot.
NE by 4. bel MiamL
LOS ANGELES 27
NEW
ORLEANS 14: The Rams may go
another month before they have a.
game, unless Atlanta can right them
nc\t week. Anyway no contest thb
"e~k •. LA by 14, too much, bet NO.

of the IOUI-ntrmcnt, take on the Albuquerque Aardvark' at I p.m. ttllll New
Mexico State University at 4:30 on the .><mth athlctk

~omplcx

fields.

The Aardvarks senior .squad, the Oltl Boy,, open the afternoon's
matches against Albuquerque l'uh at noon. The sixth team involved will be
Santa Fe Santos.
"We just don't have the experience needed to dcreat the club teams. In
the fall season, with as many new people as we have, you expect to g.ct
trounced," UNM coach Harvey Alexander said Thursday, referring to I. he
Lobo's slow start this scaosn.
NMSU will be only the second university side the Lobos have faced this
season and Alexander said he will be dissapointed if LJNM docs not defeat
the Aggies.
The man lost another player to. injuries in tournament play last weekend.
John Gronager cracked a transcrver process on one of his vertebrae. He
will be sidelined for at least six weeks, Alexander said.
The UNM women meet Santa Fe at 3 p.m. at the south athletk complex.
The two sides have split four matches this season, the most recent being a
6-4 Sa11ta Fe victory in the High Desert Classic.

PHOTOGRAPHY
• Photographic • Christmas "
• Modeling Portfolios • Weddings •

POlH,SEN PHOTO

The UNM spikers need to win a couple this weekend

For Apt call

Spikers Need Wins
Hy ANDREW CARnONA
The UNM womcns volleyball
squad will open their home series
this weekend against two of the lop
opponents in its conference.
Tonight the UNM women will
oppose Brigham Young University
and on Saturday Utah University.
U NM volleyball Coach Cathy
Lies feels that a sweep of the two
schools by the UNM squad serve as
a motivation factor.
In the past Coach Lies has said
the UNM squad needs to finish in
the top six in the conference to
qualify for the conference
regionals.
"We need to win the next eight
conference games to qualify for our
conference regionals, said Coach
Lies.
Coach Lies knows that winning
will take a special effort by her
squad.
In the past BYU has been a
strong volleyball power. This year
BYU has one of the strongest
hitters in the conference, Karen
Curtis.
Presently Utah University is tied

877-8072
Fotographics Inc.

for first place with Utah State.
The UNM volleyball coach said
"Utah has surprised everyone in the
conference." Utah University was
not expected to be a contender for
the conference title.
In the BYU tournament at
Provo, Utah, last month UNM
defeated Utah University in a nonconference game.
Both games will begin at 7 pm in
Johnson Gym.
Intermountain Conference
Volleyball Standings
Utah State 4-0
University of Utah 4-0
Brigham Young University 4-1
University of Arizona 3-1
University
of
Northern
Colorado 3-1
New Mexico State University 3-2
Colorado State University 2-2
Arizona State I :3
Norther Arizona 1-3
UNIVERSITY
OF
NEW
MEXICO 1-3
University ofTexas·El Paso I -4
Weber State 1-4
University of Wyoming 0-4

•

Rick Godkin

4100 Prospect N.E

Come tour New Mexico's
finest Racquetball facility
• twelve regulation, air-conditioned racquetballhandball courts • four lighted, outdoor tennis courts • central location directly behind Four Seasons
Motor Hotel • sauna, whirlpool, steam room,
weight room, showers, locker room, massage.

Special Student Rates
Public Welcome

d!2
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THIS
UPON'll'
WORTH

sr,ATTLE 24 OAKLAND 13:
Luck has swung on the fortunate
'ide for Oakland, but 110\V it b time
for the rcndulum to swing back.
The Raiders get 11ashed away as
Jim Zorn's bomb.s rain upon them:

• HAIR CUTTING • PERMANENTS • COLOR • SKIN CARE

A\l.,rl(l1;1111 ·~~~uuu:u.

DALLAS 21 PHilADELPHIA

17: Don't under estimate the Eagles

~ ~a« 'D~ &

returning the favor they did Dallas
last week, to the Redskins this
week. Cowboys by 9, bet the Birds.

Aadud

~

No One Knows or Cares More about Your Hair than

Markham International

NFW YORK JETS 3 I
ST.
LOUIS 17: Without Todd lite Jets
have scored SO points in their last
two victories. The Cards might not
win a game until next year, that is if

Yo••r (;Ross cotrN'I'nY stu
lleadt(Oart.ct•s .
in Albnt(liCt•t)tiC

1427 EUBANii N.E.
Wednesday, October 25 8:00pm
Woodward Hall onthe UNM campus
Tickets available in the SUB and Popejoy box offices
l'J'

UOOJi.S, (;o;nu~S. POSTERS, aud 1• AltAI 11 III~RNAI.,IA
IU1S't' Uf'YS IN 'I'OWN ON ~ttr AI,I'I'Y Rl~(;ouns & 'I'AI•Es.
Ot•I~N ll•:t Weekdays Closed Snltday PHONE: 293-6330

Sl~l\' & rSI~n

l'al!.<' :l~. Nr•w .'vf<'xku lJaiJy 1,()Jl(), r Jc>tulwr 20, lfJ7k

•

Ne'tN Football
Era Begins
AtUNM

headline
The
<Jbove
appeared in the LOBO in
1968, the same year the
0-10
Lobos
went
The aove.headline appeared
in the LOBO in 7968, the
same year the Lobos went 010

Sleep Study
Subjects
Sloop· aludy SIJbjm:.t.s oro bot no tnytU'ld to
portlclpnto In a. s)udy ol two typus ol stoop·
lflijptll$

Sub)octs who havo ltatl dtHtculty sloop·
tng tor atloaattwo wo(lks, who havo no ffi\1·
tor Illness ofld who are not now taking
slf'lup~ng pills or psychololglcal rnadlcatlon
arol!kely to bo sul\ablo.
ThO study raqulros \tl(oo lntorviows and
rnclvtlos a lull mod rent ovaluauon. Tharo Is
no cost to oobloct::; fldmlttod to nro study.
ThOse who need rnoro lntormallon or are

trrteraatod lo flltandloo a .scraonlng Inter·
vlow should wrllu to:
Dr. Jack Bennotl, Dept.
of PsychlDtry UNM,

620Camlno

~oSatud

l'ng<· 3:1, Nr•w 1\I<•.Xi<•o D<1ily l.C lB<), <ktoiH'r 20, 1!17K

NE,67131

or phone, Mra. Betty f3lornor
265· 1711, e·xt. 2612, Mon. through Frl

"

I
Since 1892, 59 Lobo teams have suited up for action

Feldman Recalls Disaster

BEGINNING
ROCK CLIMBING
by
Outback
Adventures
Saturday October 21
Sunday October 22
Saturday October 28
SundaJI October 29

For Preregistration
and Information Call:
842·9386

266·3540

FITNESS CENTEH

NAUTILUS IS HERE
The most advanced concept
in total body conditioning
for both men and
,, women

ONE FREE WORKOUT
with this ad
NAUTILUS is:
I) Efficient ...•..• , ••• 20 minutes, 3 times a week
2) Effective •...•. _ ...•• , • , .•.•. see results fast
3) No Contract. •. - ..•.•.••••.• pay each month

CALL 292-2001
2288 Wyoming, N .E.

By MARK SMI'l'H
''Disaster!" That's the one word
that Rudy Feldman used to st•m up
the 1968 Lobo football season.
To say the least, the season was
one that Feldman would like to
forget, but alas it's o"r 10-year
homecoming issue &nd poor Rudy's
mind has been reminded of the
torture he and the Wol!'pack
suffered that year.
Feldman is now in St. Louis
where he is the defensive line coach
for the football Cardinals. Times
arc not much better for the 0-7
Redbirds, but at least the blame is
not focused on him. 1968, however,
did put the pressure on Feldman.
That was his first year at the helm
for UNM, and with his presence
came the usual amount of optimism, and enthusiasm starting out
a new season. But when the
"Bottom Ten" ranked UNM first
at the begining of the year, they
must have known something (the
Lobos finished first at the years end
in the(" Bottom Ten'')).
On trying to find a highlight for
the 0-10 season Feldman could not.
He did however mention the freshman football team as having a good
season. "The freshman were the
only strong point for the Lobo
football program that year; it's too
bad we couldn't use some of the
players they had, but they weren't
eligible then," he said.
There was one thing that stuck
out in Feldman's mind about his
team. "The one bright spot we had
was the perseverance and guts the
people who finished the season had.
There were only 28 players left at
the end of the year, but I really
admired them.''
In Feldman's six-year care~r at
UNM many talented players passed
through. Among those who stuck
out in his eyes were, Rocky Long,
Sam Scarber, Fred Henry; Nate
McCall, and Todd Kline.
Feldman was forced to resign
after not producing up to the expectations of the football program,

GOLDEN FRIED
CHICKEN

''

but he says he has no regrets about
coaching UNM.
·
On ways to improve the Lobo
footlmll program, to at least make
it a conference contender each year,
if not a national power, Feldman

said "! have thoughts on that, but
I do~'t want to express them."
Then again, with an 0-10 team,
there's not that much one would
want
to
say,
except
maybe-"disaster."

' 2 Pieces of Golden Fried Chicken,
dinner roll, spicy beans and 7 up

Rudy Feldman (left) kneeling next to a smiling Bill Mondt

Not a Good Year
For Lobo Football
Football fans in 1%8 were very frustrated in 1%8, at least football fans
who cheered for the Lobos.
.
The Lobos reached the magic n.umber of 0 w.ms and t~n lo~s~s. It was a
poor start for Rudy Feldma.n who took over B11l Weeks position as head
football coach that year of mghtmares.
The Lobos started off with their most impressive game of the year
during their season-and their h.ome o~ener. T~e Colorado State Rams
struggled to a 21-23 win. That e1ght•pomt margm was. the closest UNM
would come to winning when all of the final results were m. .
.
They took their show to El Paso the neXt Week and the Mmers whipped
thePack44-15.
Arizona stumbled against the Lobos, as they could only come up w1th an
11-point 19-8 win.
A powerful Kansas team then blew (much like the Kansas cyclones do)
the Lobos away 68-7. They found Utah to be a little friendlier as the
Redskins came up with a 30-7 win.
After losing those two games on the road, home had to be a lot fl!O~e
comfortable. And for the offense, it wasn't too bad, but the defense m1g11t
as well as stayed in Utah.as San Jose State whipped the Lobos.55-24.
And the things just did not get better for the 'Pack pn.de. Wymong
plastered them 35-6; Arizona State Smothered them 63-28: Bngham Young
battered them 35-6 and even the Aggies from New Mexico State toppled
the Lobos before an Albuquerque crowd (or possibly 50 people). 33-6.
No matter what the 1978 Lobos come Up with for the remamder of the
season, they would be hard-pressed to match that gallant team of ten years
ago.

1830 LOMAS NE

,.
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inVites you to the:

Festival of Nations

OTHER LOCATIONS:

543'1 Central NW
10015 CENTRAL NE
MONTGOMERY &
JUANTABO

Folk music and Dancing
Professional groups and Public participation

HOURS:

Native Foods

11:00 AM 10 10:00 PM
SUN ..THRU THURS.
11:00 AM TO 11:00 PM

Sat. 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Civic Plaza Downtown

FRI. & SAT.

I;
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!n 1968. Lobo sportswriters Bob l.owder and John Moser started
"Ask The Sports Guys," a semi-regular coltJmn designed to provide
answers to all the pressing sports que$tions of the day. Here is a
sampling from their column, followed by a 1978 version compiled by
Waldo, Ticky and Oscar of the Lobo sports staff.
1968
What is the longest winning streak in sports history?
The Roman Colliseum Lions were undefeated in over 400 years of
competition.
.
I am an athlete enrolling at New Mexico State. Could you tell me
the entrance requirements?
If )'OU have no forehead, walk on your knuckles, and can find your
wa)' to the restroom, you're in_
l heard a rumor that New Mexico Stale, jealous of the Lobo's
basketball trip to Hawaii, planned one to the islands of their own. Do
you know how this came out?
.
.
It was reported that the team actually departed, but their raft struck
a sand bar in the Rio Grande and sunk just north of Ju11rcz.
[ understand that New Mexico State l1as a top notch fencing team.
Is this true?
Yes! Last year the State squad fenced 2637 acres and never lost a
cow,

BYU Boycott

Armenian Cultural Assoc.
USE OUR CONVENIENT
DRill£ UP WINDOW
At 1830 LOMAS AT VALE.

I

;

1978
Is it true that Bill Mondt is letting Brad Wright call his own plays?
\'es. \'ou don't gain 452 yards through the air calling "handofl' to
Williums up the middle."'
When is the fin annuall.avon McDonald chm,e race?
The race, led by Lionel Ortega, will he after tile Loho-Aggie game
Saturda\· on the outer five lanes of the University Stadium.truck.
. Why is the football team flying to El Paso for their Oct. 28 game
with UTEP?
·
A source close to the athletic department said the team doesn't huH
enough football players to fill l'.'IM's spacious vans and department
]JUlie~ tHuhihits teams to travel with empt)' seats_

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$J.39

.

'

Letters
to the
Sports Desk

Feb. 28: About 85 members of
UNM's Black Student. Union and
United Mexican-American Students
walked out of the BYU-UNM
baslctball uamc the Arena last night
in a protc,i againist BYU.

:\hu. 6: UNM's Black Student
Union is circulating a petition that
demand; that Brigham Young
llnivcr,ity. be expelled from the
We, tern AI IJictic Con fcrence.

ivlar. 20: A rc,olution asking
that UN/1.1 sc\'cr relations with
Brigham Young UniversitY passed
the Senate with an eleven to six vote
last night.
May 5: The chairman of UN-

:\IN'; Athktk Council, U.l-1.
Daub, has sent a letter to President
Ferrel Heady urging that UNM
continue intercollegiate athletic
competition with BYU.
"Coach King I1as told me that
our athletes receive the finest
treatment at BYU by both the staff
and the fans. lt has been said that
BYU fans arc perhaps the best
behaved and most considerate fan&
in the entire confcrcnce,"Daub
wrote in hh letter to Heady.
Tlic letter went on to say that
Daub did not doubt that UNM's
athletes were called "niggers" in
the streets of Provo as well as 011
the athletic fields.

The Reign of Bob King
From the autumn of 1962 until
the spring of' 1972, the feisty whitehaired man roamed the basketball
sidelines of UNM.
His students of the fine an of
baskdball included Ira Barge and
Mel Daniels. Be molded seven aiiW AC Lobos, three teams which
qualified for the National
Invitational Tournament and one
ream which made it to the NCAA
tourney.
Bob King is a winner.
While at UNM he compiled a
175-81 record during his ten-season
reign. Before that his high school
teams held raids of terror in Iowa
and Illinois where he compiled a
205-75 record.
King then returned to his alma
mater, Iowa, and worked as an
assistant coach under Sharm
Scheuerman for three years.
From there it was on to New
Mexico and his adventures in Lobo
Land.
After those adventures, he went
back to the Midwest three years ago
to head the athletic department at
Indiana State and become their
l1cad basketball coach.
Editors note: Bob King was
reported to be in satisfactory
condition in Indiana University
Hospital, while recupcrnting from
heart surgery_

Join the

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

JOSIE'S
SENOR MURPHY'S Red and Green
Chili Jelly and Delicious Candy.
JUST ARRIVED! Inlaid woodjewehy
with lapis and turquoise, starting at $6.98.

14 Plazuela Sambra

32:~ Romero .Street, N.W.
Old Town, Albuquerque, N.M

242·8072

Cheerleader
Adds Life
"The cheerleader? a Black
l"ingcr-;napping, swinging, pre-law
student at New Mexico whose big
beat is soul sounds.''
This excerpt is from an article in
Sports Illustrated magazine (Jan. 6)
in which UNM is lauded as one o!'
the top six schools in the country in
unusual cheers and cheerleading
personalities.
The cheerleader who fits the
above description is Sani Jo.hnson,
a transfer student from the
University of Indiana w!1o this year
;uccccdcd in putting some life into
a lackluster football season.
Sam\ "I got it, you need it, it's
in mah eye, it's in the sky, it's on
the roof, honest troof, our cool
team cool" provided a refreshing
diversion during Lobo football
games.

Lobos Bury Agies by Twenty
During 1968 Basketball Contest
An otherwise dismal five-game, effort with 8:13 remaining with
between-semester road trip by the only six points and seven rebounds.
Strcch also put the clamps to the
Lobo basketball team was capped
last Wednesday night by a 86-66 Aggies' much-heralded Sam l.acey.
After grabbing a 4-2 edge with
shellacking of New Mexico State at
the Aggies shinny-new Pan 18:45 remaining in the first half the
Alllerican Center. That win has to Ags never were in the lead,
be one of the greatest ever in although they managed to ~ull
Loboland, and it left the 'Pack at withinl three (38-35) at halftime
while big Lacey was riding the
12-6 for the season.
bench with three fouls.
New Mexico relied on a
New Mexico proved it came to
tenacious, hal f·court pressing zone
play, by grabbing the first three
defense along with some of their
buckets ill the second half, then
finest shooting. of this season or any
on to take a 56-38_ bulge with
season in matching the win over the
Ags, dreg "Stretch;' Howard gave
the finest individual night performance of the year by any
collegian as he meshed a fantastic
16 of 18 shots from the field
ctHoutc to a 35 point offensive

Bob King next to his understudy Norm EflenbE!rger

Fri 20 SUB
Theatre. 7:00 and 9:15
.
.

lngmar Bergman's

The Magician
starring Max Von Sydow
winner of the 1959 Venice Film Festival
ASUNM Students $1.00 Others $1.50

12:17 remaining. During this eight
minute span in the final stanza
UNM beatihe Ags 18-3.
The Lobos couldn't miss from
the rioor, ending the nights' work
with a fantastic 63.1 per cent
shooting from the field.

ChURCh
canteRBURY chapet
425 UniV€R51tY n_e,
Sunday Services-8; 10;5
(we.t of Anthropology Bldg.)

DUCk SOUP
The Marx Brothers
starring

. ,..
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kR1ackets to be Raised
~Y Women Netters
1!J~ llNM wom~n·s t~nnLs team i<. preparing to raise a little racket in the
lnt<'rtl\ount<IHJ ( 'onfercnec.
I mry I imhcy's Lobos will tan?.lc with the University of Northern
<'nlorado I p.m. today at I he Lobo Tennis Club, but Lindsey 1aid he
tiHJUfhl tile women from up north wouldn't be too much trouble for hi.s
women. l he tmublc comes on Saturday.
Saturday morning at nine again at the Lobo Tennis Club, Ihe Univer.sity
"1 Colorado brings down I heir Lady Bull squad and Lindsey said i 1 will be

Huge Parade
For Champs

Race

'~

Against
Time

lly RAY GLASS
NEW YORK (UP!) - Some two million delirously happy New York
The men's cross-country team
Yankee fans ll1rcw a massive "computer card" tickcrtapc parade in the
enters the Colorado Invitational
wall .street area thursday for the world series champs.
Leaning from windows, sitting atop traffic light.>, crushing police Meet in Boulder Saturday pitted
i<lll)'.h.
barricades, they showered their comeback heroes- and the streets- with against a stopwatch and looking
"!here will probably he a fight for second place among five schooh and
paper tape, multicolored computer cards, shredded computer programs, Corward to the WAC championship
we are two or them," he said.
IBM magnetic tapes and perfumed love letters.
meet in three weeks.
!JNM lws ail cady won nne conl'ereuec game, whipping New Mexico
The usually pinstriped Yankees, dressed in unfamiliar civics, blew back
The Lobos will run against the
'>lateR I.
ki>ses, signed autographs, wagged their fingers to proclaim their No. 1 clock in the talent-laden meet, a
Six l.obos haw returned from last year'1 squud and inclndt•.scni'" l.c,Jic
status and prayed that their 650-mcmber police guard would hold the fans strategy which offers their only
llolmquist, !.aura ChavcJ ami Linda Korriva.
back as the parade wound its way up Broadway.
hope of placing runners in the
"This is great- but then it's always great in New York," said baseball NCAA finals.
great Yogi Berm as he surveyed the pandemonium.
"We arc looking for good inEngineering and
Unofficial police estimates said about two million people packed the dividual performances,'' Coach Bill
parade route,- sidestrects and surrounding skyscrapers to pay homage to Silverberg said Thursday, repeating
Computer Science Majors
the homerun heroes.
his season-long response. "We just
At city hall, more than 20,000 persons jammed into an area that usually don't have the experienced runners
holds 7,000, crushing barricades and forcing their way to the makeshift to compete for the team title."
plat form, within inches of the players.
UNM will be competing against
Officers quickly surroundd the players and forced fans back, only to two of the top cross-country teams
have them surge time and again. Police said no arrests were made. But one in the nation Saturday. The
patrolman and one spectactor suffered minor injuries. Six children were University of Colorado, ranked in
reported lost.
the top five nationally, defeated the
Yankee shortstop Bucky Dent, the series' most valuable player, clearly Lobos 17-45 in a dual meet last
reveled in the crowd - even enjoying the slightly ribald signs drawn by weekend. The Colorado Track
Contact your placement office
adoring teen-age girls.
Club, the defending AAU national
for interview dates.
"I love it. It's a good feeling," he said, with his wife adding, "Yeah, I champions, will also run in the fivekeep pointing 'em out to him.''
·
mile contest.
"Hope 1 gel out of this alive," said manager Bob Lemon. "I haven't
Silverberg's runners are aiming
•
come back down to earth yet. Since July 25, it's been wonderful. I thought for times under 30 minutes in order
I'd be lying on a couch watching the series."
to have a chance for the NCAA
I
The crowd chanted "Reggie, Reggie" until they got their wish, with meet.
LCttNJitng
---------------~-~
Jackson begging the crowd to calm down. ''I wish the whole thing was a lot
a new wotld Wtth clectroTJ/CS
"II will take times in the low 29's
cooler," he told one reporter worriedly.
to qualify for the championships,"
Mayor Edward Koch, his semi-bald covered with technicolor confetti, Silverberg said. "We have two
AN EQUAl. OPPORTUNllY EMPLOYER M/F
called the parade the biggest since World War II and proceeded to declare (Hans Stergefeldt and Jeff
Thursday "New York Yankee World Championship Day" to the cheers of Hildebrandt) right now knocking at
fans.
that barrier."
"They're gonna win for at least the next 12 years," he said. "George
The Lobos are counting on
Stienbrenner put it well when he said the 1978 Yankees really represented qualifying for the national meet on
New York, because New York is a city of battlers.
an individual basis, he said. The
"And that's what the Yankees did. They battled back to win it all. They three top teams from district seven
taught everyone in America bow the game of baseball should be played."
automaticly qualify for the NCAA
meet. The top four finishers also
get a place in the finals and
Silverberg is counting on placing at
least one runner in this category.
He said Hildebrandt may not
compete this Weekend because of a
muscle spasm in his hip. He said
Hildebrandt overextended a muscle
which hurts when he runs.
Hildebrandt will be able to run
If our examination confirms that you have a fungous inmay
have,
all
you
need
do
is
register
with
the Lobos at the WAC meet
ByS.
MONTOYA
fection of the skin of your feet, you can:
it With SPSP at the agriculture Nov. 11, Silverberg said.
For
the
past
II
years
the
annual
1. Advance medical knowledge
ski swap sponsored by the Sandia building on Friday between 12 and
2. Maybe get rid of your infection
Peak Ski Patrol (SPSP) has of- 4 p.m. Then on Sunday you pick up
3. Earn a volunteer fee
ficially kicked off the ski season, your unsold equipment and or
The Division of Dermatology of the University of New
bringing with it sobering cases of money.
Mexico School of Medicine needs 75 volunteers with
There is a 25 cent registration fee
ski fever.
athletes foot to help us test the effectiveness of a new
Drawing literally thousands of and should your equipment be sold,
Earn $20° 0 a week
antifungal agent.
ski enthusiasts, the extravaganza a 10 per cent charge will he levied to
Donate Twice Weekly
Patients who are pregnant or under 18 years of age Will
has been the dearing house for as cover the cost of operating the
many as 8,000 pairs of boots, poles, SPSP.
not be eligible for the study.
"We are one of the few ski
skis, and ski apparel, each year,
To determine if you qualify, report to the UNM Student
patrols
in the country that operate
says John Shunny, swap organizer.
Health Center between 9:00 A.M. and 1:00 P.M. on
on
a
non-profit
basis. Without
Promising to carry on past
sponsorship
of
this
event, SPSP
21st
tradition, the best deals of the year
For further'information, call Dr. Becker or Mrs. Macinwill be available when the doors of would probably not exist as a non
nis at 277-4757.
the agriculture building, located on professional organization and the
the State Fair Grounds, are opened services we provide would certainly
be placed in jeapardy," says
this Saturday morning at 9 a.m.
In order to sell equipment you Shunny
Proceeds of the event in the past
have gone toward the purchase of
medical supplies and rescue
The Home of Country and
8 am to 5 pm
equipment.
Western Bands
"This year we have bought seven
Tuesday - Saturday
or eight portable radios and last
Doctor in
year we bought some rescue
residence
toboggans.''
Asked about the most imporant
aspect of the swap, Shunny said,
Always
\'It's nice to get there early when
A Dancing Partner
there is a greater selection, but the
mark-downs don't begin until
Albuquerque
noon. So the preoccupation in
265-7Bn waiting for the doors to open is
n01 CENTRAL N.E.
1307 Central NE
&.=-c::>ex:>c:i>C~do~=<:>cxxl<:I>COOi:>t::lot::>e::>c::ICI>Ci>COO=c:Xxxi>C~o~=-c::>e::-c::>c:~06 only partially accurate."
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125 Wyoming H.E.
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By LESLIE DONOVAN
Love will find a way to the UNM
Arena tomorrow night at 8 pm as
Pablo Cruise performs for UNM's
Homecoming Concert.
Previously a lead-in group for
other big name performers, Pablo
Cruise now has top billing.
Tomorrow night Louisiana's
LeRoux will be the warm-up group
for Pablo Cruise.
One of today's best selling
albums, Pablo Cruise's latest
"Worlds A way'' includes the
smash hit single "Love Will Find A
Way." Other well known songs of
the group's include the 1977 top ten
hit "Whatcha Gonna Do" and
"Zero To Sixty In Five" of" Wide

World Of Sports" fame. Another
of the "Cruisers" most popular
albums "A Pl(Jce In The Sun" has
gone platinum in Canada and is on
the verge of becoming platinum in
the United States,
The "Cruisers" are; Cory Lerios,
keyboards and vocals; Dave
Jenkins, lead vocals and lead
guitar; Steve Price, drums; and
Bruce Day, bass and vocals.
Day took the place of Pablo
Cruise's original bass player Bud
Cockerell when Cockerell quit the
group after recording "A Place In
The Sun." Day played with Carlos
Santans before becoming a
"Cruiser." The three original
members of the group all started

with a band called Stoneground.
The band's style is often connected with the outdoors. Much of
their music includes lyrics on
sailing, surfing and sunshine. Yet,
the Cruisers also prove that good
time music is not obsolete. They
have been able to mix musical
sophistication
and audience
satisfaction with great success.
This
year's
Homecoming
Concert should more than bring
you home. If the promise of Pablo
Cruise's past accomplishments
holds true, this concert will also
take you worlds away.
Tickets for the concert are $7.50
and $8.50. Good scats are still
available.

By BILL ROBERTSON

Svvap Kicks Off
Ski Season

Blood
Plasma

For those of you who enjoy
dancing with your listening, and for
those of you who want to skip the
crowd at the Arena, the Subway
Station will hP inmping tonight
with two disco/soulgroups','Sevcn
Plus" .and ''Eastern Connection.''
The dance begins at 8.:30 p.m.
tonight, and there will be an admission charge.
''Seven Plus" is a three-year-old

Albuquerque group fcatming "The
Dutchesscs of Disco and Funk,''
Louise Sanchez, Sheila Donaldson,
and Dol Goodson. Other members
of the group arc Chris Jennings,
saxaphonc; Dennis Pacheco, lead
guitar; Pat Garcia, bass; and
Pancho Pcrrea on percussion.
"Seven Plus" and "Eastern
Connection" will also be playing
tomorrow night, in the Subway
Station. The Subway Station is
located in the northwest corner of
the SUB basement.

Homecoming Concert

LeRoux Opens
Show Tonight

Do You Need
Cash?

Sat. Oct.

L. toR. Steve Price, Do.ve Jenkins, Cory Lerios, o.nd Bruce Do.y--Po.blo Cruise

Soul

Cruisin With Pablo

BEFORE YOU PICK UP

ATTENTION!

ARTS

'

·.t.'

If there is a middle road between
jazz and Louisiana Cajun music,
LeRoux has paved it.
This six-piece combo from Baton
Rouge, on the charts with the
single, "New Orleans Ladies," will
open for Pablo Cruise at the Pit
tonight at 8 p.m.
LeRoux, latest in a string of rock
'n roll/jazz/boogie artists to
achieve success, from southern
Louisiana, plays a distinctive brand
of music which has been described
as similar to Little Feat. Loggins
and Messina and the Eagles.
The group's recent signing with
Capital Records has brought about
a metamorphosis from the largely
"bar band" that toured extensively
in south Louisiana, Texas and
Florida to a more refined, slicker
style, typified by the group's
flashier new wardrobe.
"Blue jeans call to mind that
southern, Charlie Daniels-type rock
'.n roll," said lead guitarist/vocalist
Jeff Pollard after a summer appearance at the Roxy Theatre in
Hollywood. "We're working away
from that."
Formerly back-up band for
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown, the
legendary black fiddler-guitarist of
Texas, LeRoux has of late been
touring nationwide, headlining for
such acts as Santana, Bob Welch,
and now, Pablo Cruise.
Their music reflects their
heritage: the popper-paced boogie
of "The Gate," the rhy(hmn and
punchy n1elody. o( the funky
Meters, the sweaty bebop of
Ptofessor Longhair and br. John,
and the soul of Irma Thomas.

L. to R. Tony Ho.selden, Leon Gedlco., Jeff Pollo.rd, Rod Rodd,Y, Do.le
"Peters, Bobb,Y Compo--loulsiono.'s LeRoux

Twain/Blair Ha-Ha
The success of Mark Twain's
literature springs from the author's
ability to make words leap off the
printed page and come alive. The
reader is never an impartial ob·
server; he is there, floating down
the Mississippi on a raft with Huck
Finn.
Noted Twain scholar Walter
Blair, Professor Emeritus of
English at the University of
Chicago, spun a few Twain yarns
for a packed Woodward Hall

classroom Thursday afternoon,
imparting genuine warmth and wit
in an environment as different from
.mid-18th century Missouri as
Twain's writings are to Billy
Graham's.
Employing Twain's own unique
lecture style, replete with strategic
pauses and a slow, drawn•out
delivery, Blair expertly Htustrated
the close ties between the spoken
word and humor.
Today's lecture was the first in
the American Studies lecture series.

it

f

~~

L. to R. Louise So.nchez, Shello. Dono.ldson, o.nd Dot Goodson--the Jo.dies
of "Seven Plus"

KUNm Today
Sunday, Oct. 22
Friday, Oct. 20
12:15 p.m.; "Options: Shopping 8:30 a.m.; "Morning Train"
Malls," a look at one of America's (gospel)
most important social and cultural to a.m.: NPR's "American Music
Sampler"
institutions.
11 a.m.; "Something Classic"
5:30p.m.; KUNM News
6 p.m.; NPR's "All Things 5:30 p.m.; "Orient Express"
(International music)
Considered"
7
p.m.; "Singing Wire" (Native
7 p.m.; NPR's "Jazz Alive"
American)
9 p.m.; "Raw Guts" (raucous rock)
10 p.m.; "Asylum Radio" with !1:30 p.m.; "The House That Jazz
lluill"
Malachi Mudgong
Saturday, Oct. 21
!1:30 a.m.; Vietnamese .Radio
10 a.m.; NPR's "Folk Festival
U.S.A."
Noon; NPR's "Jazz Revisited''
12:45 p.m.; BBC News
2 p.m.; "Only The Radio," a live
1Jroadcast of a new Albuquerque
azz fusion group, Genre. See story
Jh page38.
4 p.m.; "Raices y concietlcia del
Pueblo" (Latino)
7 p.m.; "Hot Lix," (oldies with
CharleyZ.)
10 p.m.: "The Ghetto" (soul)

TheASUNM
Fall General
Election is
October25
and the
Election
Commission
needs people
to work
the polls
• people are needed
between 9am ·10pm
• Each person will
receive $2.65 per hour
for their services

Polling Places:
• Northeast end of Mitchell
Hall
• SUB
• East side of the Electrical
E:ngfneering Building
• La Posada Dining Hall
• West Side of President
Davis's Lawn
• North Campus Medical
Commons

Absentee ballots
will be available October 18
in room 242 in the SUB
For more information
contact the ASUNM office
at 277·5528

Pug(• 37, New
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Howling Wolf Opens
GSA Poetr~ Series
The
(iratluatc
Student
Aosociation (GSA) begins their
Poetry Series tonight with a unique
combination of poetry, music, and
dance. The featured poet tonight is
Howling Wolf (not to be confused
with blues singer Howlin' WoiO,
accompanied by the six-member
Apache Dan~crs and !van Ranc on
guitar. The multi-purpose Kiva will
be the selling for the 8 p.m. recital,
Admission is free.
Howling Wolf is a nationally
fa1nous poet who has read in New
York, at Berkeley with Allen
Ginsburg, and has travelled, taught

Howling Wolf

and written ir1 Algeria and
!Ylorm:co. Robert Duncan says
''Howling Wolf is a superb poet,"
and Everct t Campbell has called
him "The finest chanter of poetry
I've ever heard." His "Collected
Poems; 1956-1978" has just been
published by Black Sun Press.
Accompanying Howling Wolf
tonight will be the Apache Dancers,
a six-member, Santa Fe-based
dance troupe.
Plahing guitar accompaniment
for Howling Wolf and the dancers
will be Santa Fe guitarist Ivan
Ran e.
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our sodal' and cultural styles, and
their music provided tl1c basis for
the art-nouveau "Yellow Sqbmarinc.,! The C(11nrs scene
back!'rounds and cl1aracters were
amazing, and the dialogue pure
John Ccnnon sprung full grown
from the head of Groucho Marx.
The message was loud and clear.
All you need is love. "Yellow
Submarine" inspired a host or
cartoonists to begin production
companies of their own, among
them Ralph Bakshi, the nHHl who
gave l!S "Fritz The Cat" several
ycar5 later. Bakohi sensed the vein
"Yellow Submarine" sl ruck. Late<·
l11is year he will release his own big
budget cartoon, an adpt\ptalion of'
Tolkcin's "Lord of the Rings."

If 1968 inflicted anything on U5
that is still with us today it has to be
the MPAA Code and Rnting
Program. Announced on Oct. 7,
1968, and effective on Nov. l, the
voluntary, industry-wide code was
the movie industry's anwser to sex
and violence. They would continue
to produce it, but they put little
letters on it liO we would know right
from wrong. The code-0 for
general audience, M formaturc(it's
now .known as PO), R for
restricted·, and X for persons under
16 not admiltcd-W<tS a sop, an
attempt to legilimize Hollywood's
turn to "adult" films. There were
43 0-films, 29-M's, 22-R's and 4X's made in 1968. Today the
smaller numbers arc ill the 0 and
PO ratings, with R and X-rated
films topping the scale.
The big winner of 1968 was
"Oliver," voted the best picture.
The biggest loser was the Russian
epic "Wat and Peace," all six and
one-half hours of it.

"FRANTICALLY ENJOYABLE."
OEI\MAP.D 01\EW. GANNETT MEWSPAPEI\5

5 1
ANY;~~~F1r~~~rJrf~
M ·~£~gfN@~ ~!~ ~~~PJur1Nm
WHO OLENDS HER CLEAN, OULLs.EYE TECHNIQUE WITH HEr\ NATUML
IF

WAM\TH AND APPEAL."
!4CK AAOti- I'ICWS'WU:fl>

"A classic impression of Amerlcon life,"

"As much
fun to

'"A WEDDING'

thin!~

succeeds

about
ofterwards
as it is

magnificently."

to see."
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a Fine American Touch
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The song was appropriately titled
for the times- "Those Were The
Days."
In 1968 there was war, peace,
hate, love, disaster and creation.
Times were good for some, bad for
others, but for those who are
looking back on their graduation of
10 years ago I'm sure they are
saying, "Yep, those were the
days."

•
5811 Menaul Blvd. N.E. 3500 Control Ava. S.E.
881-2533
25~3690

industry was puulng out what "the
children" wanted to see.
And what did the children want
to sec? Little children went rm
"Chitty Chitty Bang Bang" in a big
way, or were taken by their pa<·ents
to "Oliver." Bigger children went
l'or "Barbarella," .lane Fonda's
Odyssey.''
minimum opus, "Plane( of the
In a way, they summarize a Apes," a costume drama with a
number of feelings that were vapid moral, and "Wild in the
rampant in 1968-man versus the Streets." Now there was a movie
that struck a chord! "Wild In The
machine, the lack of human feeling,
exploration of the unknown. We Streets" was a low-budget epic
hadn't yet put a man on the moon from American International
\\·hen Kubrick had us on the way to Pictues, the people who brought us
Jupiter in search of another in- all those god-awful beach blanket
films of twenty years ago. The
telligence in "200 1."
The movie "2001" was ahead of message was that teenagers should
its time, not only in the special take over the government and put
effects by Doug Trumbull (Silent the oldsters into concentration
Running, Close Encounters), but in camps, prisons, whatever, lock
its legitimate treatment of science- them up and get them out of the
fiction on film. Arthur Clarke way. The oldsters they wanted to
wrote the original story, "The lock up were anyone over 30. The
Sentinel," and helped Kubrick teenagers loved it. Their parents
write the screenplay. Compared to just didn't understand.
"Wild In The Streets" was one
"2001 ," "Star Wars" is nothing
more than galactic soap opera. of the few films we saw in 1968 that
Kubrick's jump cut of a bone was less than entertaining. There
ttrrning into a circular station, and were excellent films in many difhis use of "The Blue Danube ferent veins-"Charly," starring
Waltz" to accompany the scene of Cliff Robertson as a retardate
a ferry docking with the station are 'Rocky;' "Romeo and Juliet," a
teenage love affair beautifully
definite film classics. ·
Whereas "200I" took us into the filmed; "The Lion In Winter," a
stars, Mike Nichols' ''The dynamic film starring Peter
Grduate" brought us back down to O'Toole and Katherine Hepburn.
earth and into a present that could What a pair they made? We had
be summed up in one wor- "Bullit," with its chase scene, the
d-plastic. Benjamin Braddock was original "The Odd Couple" with
an Ivy League graduate who wasn't Jack Lemmon and Walter Matquite sure what he wanted. Dustin tila\!, and two Clint Eastwood
Hoffman, 31 years-old and in his films, "The Good, The Bad And
first major screen role, W!IS the The Ugly" and "Coogan's Bluff."
reluctant protagonist of "The Say what you will about EastGraduate," doomed if he didn't go wood's films, in Hollywood they
after his lost love and damned if he are consistent box office winners.
did. Today I think about the final He may go on forever, an ultrascene, Hoffman and his stolen macho John Wayne.
We couidnt forget John Wayne.
bride Katherine Ross escaping on a
city bus, and wonder if Ben and In 1968 the sun set in the East in the
Elaine have 2.3 children and belong Duke's "The Green Berets."
Probably the first of the Viet Nam
to the country club.
During 1968 experimentation was era movies, "The Green Berets"
taking place in the movie industry. final scene showed the sun setting
Censorship laws, both state and over the ocean. There is no place in
local, had almost complet!ey Viet Nam where the sun will set
disappeared. The film industry over the ocean. Believe me.
There were also, in 1968, cult
took advantage of this ''morality
gap" to produce movies with films. "Rosemary's Baby" was the
themes, incidents, costumes or the cultist's cult film. "The Fixer,"
lack of, that were calculated to with its religious persecution theine,
offend the bluestockings. There was on the other end of the scale.
were groups like "Operation Moral And the gay cultists can point to
Upgrade" in California that at- "The Killing of Sister George'' and
tempted to stem the tide in the D.H. Lawrence's "The Fox" as
name of "protecting the children." seminal works in the sympathetic
They fought a losing battle. portray of homosexuals.
And 1968 wasalsotheyearofthe
According to the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA), revival of the animated fil>11.
48 per cent of the billion dollars the "Yellow Submarine" was the first
movie industry received in box big-budget, big success cartoon
office receipts came from the 16-24 since "Bambi" in the early fifties.
age group. Obviously the film The Beatlcs had already influenced

number on single with "Tequila"
Ry MARK SMITH
ten years earlier.
Rock/pop has grown rapidly
But now as a solo act he was
over the years, and today is the tearing apart the country charts
number one field of music. Its roots with his down-home pickin', and
reach into the early 1950's, but rock h.is good times vocals. His
as we now know it, really started dominance was such that on the
with the British invasion of the week of I 0/19/68, he had an in1960's. A most influential year of credible five albums in the country
m\lsic was 1968, and today in our LP's Top 10. Four of those were in
10 year-homecoming issue l'd like the top five. Even more amazing,
to reach back, and bring O\lt the all five of his records were still
week of October 19,1968.
gaining momentum.
The 60's were known as times of
"Gentle On My Mind," his
rebellion-flower children, hippies, current number one LP, had been
grass, drugs, standing up for rights, on the charts over a year already.
and Viet Nam. With all of this
On the pop scene it was the
going on, a new type of music was Beatles, as one might guess, who
coming out, acid roc.k. Along with were rocking atop the charts.
the non-conformist songs of Bob
Fortunately disco hadn't been
Dylan, John Prine and the like,
invented (or should I say acacid rock was very popular.
cidented) then, but ironically the
It was, by definition; "Music number one disco group of today,
that tried to reproduce the distorted the Bee Gees, were in the top 10
hearing of a person under the in- along with Beatlcs. But the Bee
fluence
of
lysergic
acid Gees weren't the force in music
diethylamide (LSD)." The idea was then as they are today, even though
to recreate and produce the sounds 1968 produced some of their finest
of an LSD "trip," to someone not work ever.
drugged out.
The Beatles', "Hey Jude," was
The Beatles, the Birds, the in the midst of its record setting
Yardbirds, and the Rolling Stones,
number one chart run. In all, it
all pioneered songs in the field of stayed at the top for eight weeks,
acid rock ..
ran away with honors for top song
of the year, and became the biggest
Acid rock wasn't the only big selling song of the decade. The
event in music of 1968. On a far Beatles also showed their power
extreme from it was a good 'ol with three top-10 albums, and
country boy named Olen Campbell.
a not her
lop-! 0
single
in
He came from the group, "The "Revolution" in the same week.
Champs," who had a blockbusting
"Hey Jude" clearly showed what
true giants the Beaties were. The
song was Top-10 in 11 of the l3
countries that Billboard magazine
listed charts of, and it was number
one in three of those countries-all in
its first week on the charts.
Another powerhouse song of the
time was by Mary Hopkins. Her
song was already at number 13, in
only its fourth week on. It also was
number one in two foreign
countries, and number two in two
others (behind "Hey Jude"). Jt
placed in the Top 20 for the year,
and was awarded a "gold-millionseller" performance.

ALSO AVAILABLE ONrL1.('MUSIC TAPES

ALBUQUERQUE

By JOE WESBROOK
"Open the pod door, Hal."
Tho.;e words, spoken by Kier
Dullea to the recalcitrant computer
known as Hal, should rank a.s one
of the great movie lines of all time.
They are, or course, from Stanley
Kubrick's "2001: A Space

Tripping With Jude
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ARTS

$7.98 LP's, Cassettes
and 8-Tracks

Me~ko

i

i

Friday, Oct. 20
The Preside11t's Concert; The UNM
Band and Collegiate Singers, 8:15
p.m., Popejoy Hall. Admission
charge. !his is the Scholarship
Benefit Concert.
Homecoming Concert; Pablo
Cruise with a still-to-be-named
opening act, 8 p.m., UNM Arena.
Admission charge.
Poetry . !tending; . GSA presents
Howling Wolf reciting his poems
accompanied by the Apache
Dancers and Ivan Rane, 8 p.m.,
Kiva. Free.
11ilm; "The Magician," directed by
lngmar Bergman, 7 and 9:15p.m.,·
SUB Theater. Admission charge,
Oance; PEC presents "Seven Plus;,
and ;'Eastern Connection," both
soul groups, 8:30 p.m., Subway
Stntion. Admission charge.
Snturday, Hct. 21
C<lnccrt; New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra with classical guitarist
Narciso Ycpcs, 8:15 p.m.," Popejoy
Hall. Admission charge.

'

/,

Film~

"Duck Soup" with the Marx
Brothers, 7, 8:30 and 10 p.m., SUB
Theater. Admission charge.
Oanee; see Friday
TV; PBS Cinematic Eye presents
"Man Of Aran,'' 10:30 p.m.,
KNME-Ch. 5.
Sunday, Oct. 22
Concert; New Mexico Symponly
Orchestra, J p.m., Popejoy Hall •
Adtrtission charge.
Recital; Juan F. Ortega, Senior
Piano Recital, 8:15 p.m., Keller
HalL Free.
Conlinuing Events
Exhibil; ''Albuquerque AntiP holographs,"
a
collection
gathered by Joe Marshall, featuring
alternative works to current trends.
New Art Building, Rooni 202,
Monday through F'riday, 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Free.
l·:xhibit; The paintings and
drawir1gs or Paul Re. Jonson
Gallcrgy, 1909 Las Lomas Rd. ·
N.E., daily except Monday, noon-6
p.nl. Free.

!
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Live Jo.zz on KUNm
Uy MAHKSMITII
lrorn 2 to 4 p.m. every Saturday,
KliNM New> Director Dan Wagn~r
pnl s <lsi<k hh hroadcw.t journali\t
hat and hmts 11 Jivt• radio ;how
1\'altll ing Jo~al bands and up-andnllninv t~tlcnl. lhh Saturday, Dan
will prc,ctll u group that rils in both
•·;.\tL'f!orics, locul and ttp-<mdl"<.2l!!iJ.l g .

Fools Paradise
Has Your Face
For Halloween.
Come See It!
Make-Up
Mask"
Beards
Hats-Wlgs
Mustaclbtes
Costumes
Tricks
Accessories
Montgomery Plaza M
mery & San Mateo

RSUNffi-P~C/CASA

PRODUCTIONS Ptesents the

UNffi HOffiECOffiiNG CONCERT
8:00pm
Ftldo.y, Octobet 20,1978
o.t the UNffi Arena.
Tlcket3 cwo.Jio.ble o.t o.ll ticket mo.stet locations
Ptlces i7.50 & $8.50
Good seo.ts still o.vo.Jio.ble

have been together lc" than a year,
their l'if'>l albttm h already on the
rrc~se> and will be released the first
week oJ' November. The album is
titled "Commcrdal Succe;s," and,
after hearing the demo tapes, the
title may be an apt description of
Cicnre's future.
"Not having a vocalbt forces
each member of the band to be up
rront more," said David Maxwell,
Genre\ drummer. "When you put
a vocal track on a jazz number,
you've cut off the chance to experiment with the !l1Usic. Vocals are
a limiting factor in our styles of
music," he said.
Wally Stahl, the bassist for
Genre, talked about the band's
mutual decision to avoid the bar
scene. "We realize that playing in
bars is a way to pay the rent. It's a
definite gamble to give tl1at up, but
the music we play i~ not dance
music, and that's what the bars
want. We're orienting ourselves to
the show and concert scene.'' Genre
expects to be in demand as an
opening act for headliners who play
in Albuquerque. Goad openers who
won't overshadow the big names
can find consistent work, and that
is the market Genre is looking for.
L.A. Jenkins, lead guitarist, and
Matt Mahboub, the keyboardist,
are the driving force behind Genre.
Jenkins is a self-taught guitarist "in
the delta blues tradition." Mahbou b plays all manner of
keyboards, and with Jenkins has
written all the songs on "Commercial Success."
"You can't believe how easy it
was to put this album together,"
Jenkins said. "The people at Mixed
Media Studios, especally Dave
Knudsen, their engineer, knew what
good jazz fusion should sound like.
We played our best, and Knudsen
knew what electronics we needed. It
definitely works.''
Live radio should prove to be an
excellent showcase for Genre's
talent. Their more than sixty years
of collective music experience
should give Dan Wagner !l1ore than
enough good sounds to put on the
radio for two hours on Saturday.
Listen in. KUNM is 90.1 on your
FM dial.
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"I've Always Been Crazy"
Waylon Jennings
RCA-AYLl-2979
01' Waylon's latest album takes
us on a tour of his past and his
present states of mind and music.
A medley of Buddy Holly hits
brings !l1emories of the early
reckabi lly days when the first
outlaws like Holly, Presley, the
Everly Brothers and others shook
up country music by emphasizing
rythm and picking up the tempo in
their tunes.
While the Holly tunes were
produced by veteran rocker Duane
Eddy, the rest of the album was
produced by Jennings and
dru!l1mer Richie Albright. The
effect of having the rythm section
(a dru!l1mer and an ex-bass player)
set the tone makes this another
typical but pleasing collection if
you like Jennings' hard-driving
style. The production, as usual, is
clean, clear and crisp.
Although Jennings wrote only a
few of the songs, his unique style
seems to make each one his own.
Except, that is, for the awkward,
pretentious arrangement of Johnny
Cash's "1 Walk The Line," which
he includes.
The standout cut on the album is
Merle Haggard's classic "Tonight,
the Bottle Let Me Down," complete with honky-tonk piano and
the sweet steel guitar of Ralph
"Moon" Mooney.
The one weakness of the album is
that Jennings fails to use Mooney
enough. "Moon" is arguably the
best pedal steel player alive today,
and it would be nice if Jennings
would feature him once in a while
the way Buck Owens did with his
steel player in the old Buckaroos.
Jennings knows how good
Mooney is. When "Moon" picks
up his solo on "the Bottle," you
can hear Waylon in the background
saying,. "Eat your heart out,
H:agtgmrd."

enough in the vein of "the continuing story of Waylon the
outlaw," but to sink to the level of
writing a song titled "Don't you
think This Outlaw Bit's Done Got
Out of Hand" is more boring than
insulting to the listener.
The band on the album includes
the Waylors and some friends. Don
Brooks adds a pensive note to the
musci with his blues-style harmonica, and Tony Joe White sits in
for a while on rythm guitar.
On the whole, it's a strong, wellrounded album which ranks with
such previous works as "Dreamin'
My Drea!l1s" as a classic of the fine
country music which has come out
of Texas in the seventies. - J.B.
Skenandore
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lt is common for a long-standing
artist to release a Jive album in
period of low productivity. Such is
the case with David Bowie, who has
been taking it on the chin in terms
of record sales.
His past two albu!l1s were very
innovative, often foolish, and quite
bizarre. ln many ways they were
artistic successes, but they didn't go
over that wciJ in terms of money,
which sooner or later Seems to catch
up with anyone.
Sta~:eis a double record set with a
minimum of liner notes. The music
was recorded during his tour
promoting his most recent album,
Heroes. Each side of Stage has
music from a past album, starting
with Ziggy Stardltst and running
through Stalion ra Station, Law,
and Heroes. Care was taken to
avoid repeating songs from David
Live, his only other live album.
Like most live albums, being a
fan of the artist is almost a
prerequisite for liking the album.
Without being somewhat familiar
with Bowie it can be difficult,
though not impossible, to gel into
the music.-Richard L. Hughes
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ACROSS
1 Noah's son
5 Behave badly: 2 words
10 Netting
14 Starchy
rootstock
15 Dissonance
16 Mishmash
17 Cartoonist
Peter18 Fall into ruin
20 Bushed
22 Man's nickname
23 European
title
24 Monarch
26 Everyone
27 Explained
30 Sanctified
34 Climbs
35 liability
36 Pub product
37 Rant
38 Hue
40 Musial or
Mikita
41 Compass pt.
42 Labor
43 Renounce
45 Lectures
47 Beaches

48 Harvest goddess
49 Step
50 Allotment
53 Title
54 Leeward island
58 Shrunk
61 Chop
62 Robert or
Alan
63 Joined
64 Laceration
65 Negotiate
66 Hits
67 European
capital
DOWN
1 Depots:
Abbr.
2 Instrument
3 Sea bird
4 Nighttime
event
5 Plus
6 Wound
7 Floor workman
8 Vedic dawn
goddess
9 Energy
10 Mock-ups
11 Spirit
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Thursday's Puzzle Solved:
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P A L
A L E

l 0 A

12 Food: Prelix
t3 Gardener
19 Small land
body
21 Melody
25 Instructions
26 Where Banff
is
27 Confronts
28 Eliminate
29 v, sawbuck
30 Pallet
31 Lucifer
32 Air. antelope
33 Hollows
35 Pigeon pea
39 Pronoun

40-- death
42 Drinker
44 Eire
46 Human
47 Boulevard
49 Alaskan city
50 Fish
51 A- in one
52 Time-half
53 Cargo carrier
55 Contends
56 Ending for
com or con

57 Watery:
Comb. form
59 Yeas
60 Dental deg.
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UNM'S ANDEAN STUDY AND RESEARCH CENTER IN
QUITO, ECUADOR OFFERS UPPER DIVISION AND
GRADUATE COURSES RELATED TO LATIN AMERICA
in tbe social sciences, languages and literature.
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Latin Amcricau Center
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on selected Vivntar lenses

85·205 Close Focus
Zoom
Other Minolta
Lenses M/SR

series one

Nikon A·1 fits old
and new Nikons
Reg. 395.00

Factory sale

Other Nikon
lenses Available

24 M M 1/2.8 199" factory
sale •.•......•••.••. '97° 0
28 MM series one f/1.9 289"
factory sale ...•.... '128 00
135 MM close focus f/2.8
249" factory sale •...• '98 00
90 MM Macro f/2.8
299" factory sale •... '148 00
55 MM Macro 1/2.8
219" ...... factory sale '98
35·105 Zoom 1/3.5
349" ••••. factory sale '198
300 MM telephoto
199", •.. factory sale •117 00

$178.88

Super
Special
LTD QTY

24 MM 1/2.8199" factory
sale .•....•.•......• '97"
28 MM 1/2.5 159" factory
sale ..........•..... '87"
200 MM f/2.8139" factory
sale .•............•. '87 00
70·150 close focus zoom
249 95 factory sale •.• $148 00

Reg. 325.00
Dillards normal discount
238.88

Factory Sale

$148.88

•

Other Vivitar Lenses
On Sale • Hurry For
Best Selection

Nikon A·1 & Minolta SR MT's only
Rated over 100 lines per MM

All lenses limited quantities

Direct Drive
Single Play
Turntable with
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originally 304.00
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King favors
student regent

Birth controls offered
By TORI WOOLF
manes which is better for some
The UNM Swdent Health Center persons who have trouble taking
and the Student Pharmacy offer the standard pills. Unlike the
prescription and non-prescription standard pill, the "mini-pill'' is
methods available at the health taken every day of the month, even
center are the pill and the "mini- during a wom<J,n's menstrual
pill," the interuterine device (IUD), period.
and the diaphragm. A student
The theoretical failure rate of the
wishing to use one of these. methods
oral
contraceptives is 0.6 per cent a
can mal<e an appointment wjth a
year.
According to the actual
woman's health specialist or any
failure
rate, about two women out
doctor at the center.
of a hundred become pregnaat in a
The standard birth control pills year.
contain
estrogens
and
progesterones which inhibit
The difference in theoretical and
ovulation. The "mini-pill" which actual failure rates is caused most
has been available for about four often by persons forgetting to take
years has a lower dosage of hor· the pill or going on and off the pill.

New contraceptives
include nasal spray
By TORI WOOLF
It will be three or four years before any of the new birth control
methods now being tested will be on the market.
A Student Health Center pharmacist said that some of the new
methods being tested are a nasal spray, a hormone implant method
and a vaginal sponge.
According to Drug Therapy Magazine, a nasal spray contraceptive
will soon be tested in six countries by the World Health Organization.
The nasal spray, because it bypasses the digestive tr(lct, liver and
bloodstream may be effective at one tenth the progesterone dose 'of
the oral contracepti'{)es. The hormone would be transmitted directly to
the pituitary.
The nasal spray would be used monthly like the oral contraceptives
now being used except the spray, used for I I days, would probably be
as effective as the pill taken fot 21 days, the magazine said.
New birth control methods are also being developed by the
Population Council's Center for Biomedical Research.
condnuedon .-ge3

HEW awards grant

Buy now at this special. factory
authorized sale pnce

Year Warranty
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develop a model project in tribal
management and public ad·
The first Indian graduate ministration on the Navajo .Indian
prograrn in public administration in Reservation in northwest New
the country will soon be started at Mexico. This is the largest and most
Indian reserUNM, with a $55,300 gratH from highly-populated
vation
in
the
country.
the U.S. Department of Health,
The fellowship segment is to
Education, and Welfare.
evenly
divide$3 I ,200 among four
HEW awarded nearly $4 mill,ion
to at least 74 colleges and. gradtlate students in the Indian
universities for the 1978-79 graduate program of public adacademic year to support education ministration. They are: Mildred
Arviso (Navajo), I<enbah Kinsey
in public service careers.
(Navajo),
Victoria Kay (Pueblo),
The grant is divided into two
and
Beth
Eutsler,
an Anglo who has
areas of assistance: insititutional
worked
and
lived
on the Navajo·
and fellowship. The institutional
reservation.
segment will be given $24,100 to
"The graduate course will
produce people to provide
professional services to the Indians
in public administration and tribal
management," said Leonard
Stittleman, director of the public
administration division at UNM.
"UNM has provided funds to
teach courses in tribal management
By VICKY MARQUEZ
Roger Hutchison will give a for the past two years. This grant
lecture and demonstration on frorn. ,HEW allows us to start an
orgonomy, .a psychic technique experimental program to test our
discovered by Wilhelm Reich, skills. We are presently looking for
M. D,, a one~ time pupil of Sigmund an I tid ian director for otlr rnodel
project," Stitt!eman said.
Freud's.
"If the project is successful, we
Reich, who said he discovered the
will
expand it to Pueblo tribes and
primal life force called "orgone,"
r;tied in 1957 iti a federal prison slart training more people in tribal
Where he was serving time for management and public administration.'' Stittlernan said.
contempt of court.
the
or gone
as
Defi i1 i ng
prirnordeal-cosrl1ic energy, Reich
claimed discovery of orgone energy
"made lhtough a consistent,
thorough study of energy func·
tions, first irt the realm of the
A candidate's day for
psyche, later in the realm of
ASONM candidates is being
biological functioning."
held today on the mall.
Contacted by tlte LOBO last
Music frorn local groups Will
week, Hutchison said all of Reich's
kick off the forum at 11
publications mentioning the orgone
followed
by candidates
continued on'po~~g•11
presenlation' at 1I :30.
By llOBIN LICHTENSTEIN
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Meet Mr. Joseph Kent Direct factory representative
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Fri. Oct 20th 1pm till 7pm
Sat Oct. 21th 11 am till 5pm
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The IUD is a device that is inserted into !he uterus to prevent
pregnancy. The exact action of the
IUD has nol been completely
determined bul it probably works
by preventing implantation of the
fertilized egg. There are various
shapes of IUD and also one that
uses copper which is slowly released
into the body. The IUD must be
inserted by a physician and can
easily be removed by a doctor later
on.
The theoretical failure rate for
the IUD is two pregnancies a year
co:.tlnuod Pn Pogo 3

il;
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ARC diciplines students
By EMIU' AKIN
When one thinks of academic disciplinary action, submit any evidence in the hearing.
such as suspensions and probations, the Student
ARC Chairman William Johnson said, if a student
Standards and Grievance Committee (SSGC) comes to docs not approve of the committee's decision he may
mind. The SSCG is a hearing committee for student appeal to the SSGC. The final decision rests with the
violations in courses, seminars and other academic regents, said Johnson.
activity.
"Hopefully, by the way hearings arc conducted, the
But there .is another committee which also hears student has every opportunity to present his case,"
cases concerning student honesty - the Admissions Johnson said.
and Registration Committee (ARC).
The ARC hears complaints on student's failure to
Like the SSGC, the ARC has the power to suspend, include on admission application information conprobate or take other disciplinary actions.
cerning previoliS school suspensions and allendance at
Unlike the SSGC, the ARC hears complaints which other institutions.
only concern non-disclosure and misrepresentation of
Another complaint is the forgirtg of a professor's
information in filling out applications and other signature in an attempt to remove an incomplete card
University records.
or changed grade.
The actions taken by the ARC vary according to the
If it comes to the attention of a faculty member or
the Admissions and Records Office that a student has individual cases. Probation lengths range from six to
violated regulations, the person or office under whose 12 months to permanent expulsion from the
auspices the violation occured may bring the com· University,
plaint to the ARC.
The ARC may decide to not give credits for !hose
The ARC decides if a full scale hearing is necessary. courses coming from the institution where the student
Once a hearing is called, the ARC advises the student was suspended or put on probation, In a case such as
of the complaint. The. ARC requests the student to this the student may remain enrolled at UNM.
At times the ARC may aot take disciplinary action
.
appear at the hearing.
The student may bring to the hearing council or and only warn the student about UNM policies
someone to speak in his behalf. The student may also concerning falsification of University records.

Psychic
to speak

Candidates
to give forum

M95ED Deluxe Phono Cartridge
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A health center pharmacist said
that it is not a good idea to go on
and off the pill all the time because
it is easier to get pregnant that way
and the chances of serious side
effects arc increased,

By MIKE HOEFT
_Dcmocrar.ic gubernatorial candidutc Drurc King snid Friday if elected he
wtll work wttb stale colleges on a p)an 10 place tt voting studeJit member on
the board of regents.
"l would certainly be willing to work with student,, adminbtrators and
thh
olhers in the instilt1tional con1tmmities \<J see what we can achieve
area, King said~
Ex-officio members of the boards, who do not presently have voting
power, have always "conducted themselves in a very responsible manner."
King said the student body presidents became ex-officio members of the
boards during his first administralion.
UNM graduate student Dennis Cohen, who has been urging
unionization of graduate students, snid he called King for a statement on
possible unionization.
Cohen said When the University of Connecticut appointed voting student
members to the board of regents, the students were inllucntial in the
allocation of mil ions of dollars and in creating policies.
lf a plan is passed by the state legislature, "students wouiJ have a real
say in how the University runs," said Cohen. "It may even cause ;tude11t
senators in ASUNM to take their role more seriously."
"Students want to be represented," he said. "This will show we want to
be involved in the decision-making process.''
Brian Sanderoff, a staff member for King's campaign, said Cohen's
inquiry "sparked the response" from the candidate. "Cohen called and
wanted information on our stand for graduate student unionization. This
was our view and it happened to come out now," Sandcroff said.
The staff member said King would work with input from state college
faculty, administration and students to work out the mechanics of the
plan.
ASUNM President Mimi Swanson and GSA President Steve Maple arc
the ex-officio members on the UNM Board of Regents.

Also Available
The M70 EJ
Originally 44.95
Now

$8.88

Coffey
crowned

Cindy Coffey, UNM's 1978 Homecoming Queen, is presented to students lind alumni at Saturday's Homecoming
game. The UNM Naval ROTC provided the sword srch.and
court escorts.

